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A PRAYER.
BY M. F. KENEALY.

O! Virgin Mother hear our prayer,
At thy white throne this day ;
O ! give us grace and blessings rare,
To keep us pure alway.
O! helpus when we fain would yield
Unto temptation's snare ;
And give us courage, heaven's shield,
For thee to do and dare.

And when our life's brief day is done,
And weary we seek rest;
O! give us, Mother, what we've won,
A place among thy blest.

THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

teach the workmen to save their
earnings. Every laborer is instructed
as to the means of investment, the
nature of interest, etc. I found that
M. Harmel objected definitely to
profit-sharing, his chief reason being
that he did not like to expcse his
men and women to the possibilities
of losses. There is a bank for the
school children. " We strive," said
M. Harmel, to teach them to be saving from their childhood." There is
also a special Prudential 'Bank,"
the purpose of which is to furnish a
pension to all who have worked thirty
years, and are no longer able to do
full service. Another fund is devoted to loans to workmen.

"

"

AMUSEMENT.

[Concluded from last week.']

The object of the Society of
Preservation " is moral and educa-

medicines. The physician is

at the
mill cacli morning for free consulta-

tion. Upon his order free medicines
and appliances are distributed by the
woman at the pharmacy. Those ill
at home receive their visit. (J>) A
portion of the wage is given during
illness, and in case of accident a
supplementary gift, that can in no
case be less than three hundred
francs a year, and may rise to seven
hundred, (c) All burial expenses.
(d) Any special case of hardship is
voted a special allowance. In the
budget for 1890 was a gift from the
firm, of one thousand francs for such
purpose. There is a special committee chosen by the workmen and
women to visit and look after the sick
and to report regularly their condition
and needs.
CO OPERATIVE STORE.

" Co-operative Society" includes a bakery, meat market, and
general store, where all possible
utilities aresold. All are free to buy
in other places, but as a fact find it
The

so distinctly to their advantage that

practically all purchases are made at
their own stores. Seven-eighths of
the profits are divided among the
purchasers in proportion to amounts
bought. A solid reserve fund is now
secure. The accounts, which I was
privileged to seer showed an extraordinarily successful business. For
young men without family, a hostelry
exists where room and board may be
had at low figures.
BUSINESS INSTRUCTION.

It is a part of the policy of in-

LEO XIII.
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EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYED AT HARMELVILLE.

The money paid for fines goes to
one of the societies for the insurance
of the workmen, which has between
700 and 800 paying members. It is
practically compulsory upon all that
need its aid. From the fourteenth
year men and women alike pay into
a common fund, as do the employers,
the laborers receiving the following
advantages: (a) Doctor's care and

-

"

tional. Fetes, excursions, reunions,
lectures, and especially the spread of
carefully selected papers and books,
are under its control. It aims to give
such variety of lively fun as shall
compete with the morally dangerous
amusements outside, and also to pre
serve the men and women from reading the literature of the Gil Bias "
and Zola type. For two papers it
has nearly five hundred subscribers.
There is a system of loaning these
papers after they are read. It is
perhaps unnecessary to describe
other associations
like choral
societies, gymnastic and shooting
clubs, dramatic and instrumental
unions. Their purpose is, like the
others, to give a full, rich, and happy
life to the members, and thus to secure the harmony of the entire group.
There also remain seven societies
of a distinctly religious character, to
some of which practically all belong.
It must be said that a supreme significance is given the distinctively
religious element in this entire
economy. The most vivid impression
that was left upon my mind was that
of a solid business ability behind all.

"

socialists had made any propaganda THE MOTHER OF THE RASCALS.
among them. " Yes, they have three
(Adapted in part from the French of Aubineau.)
times sent lecturers, but the last two
were finally put out of the hall so
She lived in Villefranche, France,
roughly by the workmen that they at the beginning of our century, this
have given it up." Private property Soeur Ardourel, or, as she gayly
in so many forms is spread among named herself, la Mere dcs Coquins,
the workers, their instruction in
of the Rascals." A
" the Mother
industrial functions, and in the nature crank,
some people would call her
of rent and interest has been so
thorough, that the socialist dialect is
wholly unintelligible to them, and
excites only their indignation.
NO TROUBLES.

There has been no sign of unrest
or dissatisfaction, nor any hint of
strikes.
The very beginnings of
trouble are met in joint committees,
where any grievance is discussed.
Industrial peace" is one of their
mottoes, and thus far it has controlled large and complicated relations without bitterness or serious
complaint.
The fierce struggle
between employer and employed
goes on hard by in Belgium, and in
scores of busy centres throughout
France, while quiet and the kindliest
feeling reign in this pleasant Val-des-

"

Bois.
It is a matter of some wonder that
those who control great businesses
have been so careless of this powerfully conservative influence which
comes from teaching and practicing
these property functions.
The chief employer here, M. Leon
Harmel, is devoting his entire time
to travelling about France, for the
express purpose of spreading these
forms of organization. Two textile
industries, one at Watten, the other
in Tourcoing, are fairly at work on
these lines. The largest owner in

coal mines near Lyons, where eight
thousand men are employed, has
been for two years introducing these
institutions among his men, with
results thathave called out a letter of
personal gratitude to M. Harmel.
The chief Catholic employers in the
THE HARMEL FAMILY.
north of France have formed an
Such secret as there is in these association through M. Harmel's inrare successes is an open one. It is fluence.
found first in the business ability of
M. Harmel says The blunder of
the Harmels, and in their moral and so many business leaders is in having
religious consecration to that high two moralities, one for the private
aim of making not only a perfect bus- life and family, anotherfor commerce
iness, but a perfect society. They and affairs. A perfect business will
are rich, but they live among their have the morality of the perfect
Young Harmel, family."
fellow-workers.
fresh from college studies in England,
met me clothed like any of the workOf all that God has taught us, and
men. He was serving, as all thefirm of all that we have learned by exmust do, the entire apprenticeship perience, there is nothing that strikes
from the humblest to the highest the reflecting mind with more awe
duties of the business. Neither the and wonder, or proves more fully his
men nor women of the family spend perfection, than his infinite patience
time in Paris or summer resorts for with rebellious creatures
The
their amusements. "Our scheme," patience of God is the silence of his
it was said to me, simply will not power, whilst his mercy speaks to the
work unless we live our lives andfind conscience.? Right. Rev. Dr. Ulla-

struction, through lectures, etc., to our pleasures here."

:"

...
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I asked if the

Price Five Cents

thorne.

to-day, perhaps. Ido not know that
that title is quite translatable into
the polite French language.
It
matters little. I suspect that in
heaven they call her a saint.
The attractions of her piety were
somewhat unusual; people laughed
at her often, yet gave to her when
she asked, and she asked without
ceasing. She had been a canoness
before the Revolution. Then she
made her home in Villefranche, and
led there in mortifications of all sorts
a life of austerity and penance. All
needs of the body she seemed to
have forgotten, and treated it with
the last degree of harshness. All
her means she used to help the poor.
And her heart went out with special
thought to the needs of those in
prison.
Her dwelling was close to those
dismal cells; the talk of the captives
reached her room. She heard nothing very edifying, nor did she behold
anything very happy. So she put
herself into communication with these
unfortunate ones, on whom the heavy
hand of human justice lay.
How did she do this ? After her
own quaint fashion. Yet would not
earth soon be like heaven if all of
us did as simply and constantly as
she did, iiihat we could, with her
dauntless scorn of ridicule and
laughter ?
Every morning the old canoness
took her place at her window, called
to the prisoners, and said prayers
aloud. She wished them to respond,
and if it happened that one remained
aloof, taking no part in the common
exercise, she called him by name,
saying: "If you won't pray, you will
get no tobacco." Evening saw her
once more at her window for night
prayers, and she did not forget the
Angelus at noon. Nor did she limit
her watchful charity to prayers alone,
she did the prisoners all the services,
and obtained for them all the alleviations, which were in her power.
At that time things in France still
retained something of the sweetness
of the old regime, where there was
always, beside the rigor of justice,
room for the exercise of charity.
And in the southern provinces,
especially, the right of charity was
recognized, and no one would have
liked to oppose the piety of Sister
Ardourel, as she was called. This
holy woman herself laughed at the
CONTINUED ON PAGE FOUR.
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ReTICligouNmHoruesEnMt AGAZINES.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC
READERS.
THE CLERGY IN FRANCE.

It is well known that the present
French Government asserts that the
clergy of the Catholic Church in
France are simply its officials or
servants, and that the money appropriated for their support is paid them
as salaries, and that they are therefore bound to do as the Government
commands. In case they refuse,
their pay may be suspended or wholly
cut off. This view is held by many
persons in this country, and is
insisted upon by many journals and
newspapers whose editors should
know better, and whose sympathies
should be with the French clergy in
this matter,rather than against them.
In the Catholic World'for September,
Mr. L. B. Binsse of New York discusses the question in an admirable
and very interesting article on The
Financial Relations of the French
Clergy to the State."
The amount of property owned by
the Church in France, at the breaking out of the Revolution of 1789
was very great. The income from
tithes was also large. The title to
the property was perfectly sound, and
was confirmed by centuries of undisturbed possession. It should be remembered that this Church property
was really the property of the people.
The French people were Catholic.
They had contributed to the support
of religion; the churches, schools,
convents, and monasteries were for
their benefit, and the people had the
deepest interest in their maintenance
and ownership.
The Revolutionary Government, or
Assembly, at one fell swoop abolished
all tithes, seized the Church's property, turned out the owners, and sold
it. Cautious buyers doubted the
Government's title, and conscientious
men held aloof. The property was
therefore sold for far less than its
real value. The clergy were reduced
to great destitution. To make some
compensation for this, the Government decreed, November 2, 1789,
that it would pay for the expenses of
public worship, the relief of the poor,
ar.d the support of the clergy. These
things had all been done before
without any cost to the State. To
make this more binding, they inserted
an article in the Constitution of 1781,
declaring that the salaries of the
clergy formed a part of the national
debt, and could be neither refused
nor withheld.

"

all claims, on the part of the Church,
upon such property as was sold, so
that buyers might hold it with confidence and a good conscience; but
this was on the express condition
that the obligationspreviously entered
into by the Government should be
scrupulously carried out. Accordingly it was provided in the Concordat that the Government would
secure a suitable salary to the bishops
and priests, and that all cathedrals
and parish churches, and others not
confiscated, needed for worship, are
given over to the bishops, and finally,
the liberty to make foundations in
favor of the Church is accorded to
Catholics."

"

THE CASE OF THE NOBLES.

This was no more than simple justice. The Government had seized
the Church's property by force, confiscated it, sold as much of it as they
could get any one to buy, and kept
the money. Having seized the property, it was but right that they should
at least keep the owners from starving, as they had promised to do. When
the monarchy was restored, in 1824,
the nobility were paid by the Government one thousand million francs
for their property which the Revolution had confiscated. The clergy
had just as good a right to claim payment for theirs. The nobles were
paid in cash. The clergy received
promises to pay salaries. If the
clergy are therefore servants of the
State, and bound to obey it in everything, why not the nobles as well ?
The argument is based upon facts,
and is unanswerable. Yet gradually
the sum paid has been pared down,
till at present the amount appropriated annually for religious worship in
France never exceeds a sum equal to
a little more than oneper cent, annual
interest on the original value of the
property stolen from the Church.
Injustice and meanness here go handin-hand.
To prove farther that the clergy
are not functionaries of the State it
is necessary only to point out that a
State functionary is one who discharges some function which naturally devolves upon the State. The
functions of ministers of religion are
clearly not of this kind.

NAPOLEON'S TREACHERY.
As to the Concordat, a little study
of that document and of its history
would not be amiss on the part of
the editors who write about it so
glibly and positively. One incident
which Mr. liinsse relates, is thoroughly
characteristic of the great Napoleon,
A day was
then First Consul.
appointed for the signing of the contract, and Cardinal Consalvi, who
THE CONCORDAT.
represented the Pope, took with him
The Consular Government, under to the meeting a copy of it, as it had
Napoleon, found that the sale of been agreed upon at Rome. When
Church property was difficult, owing he compared with this the document
to the suspicions of some, and the which Napoleon's representatives
conscientious scruples of others. asked him to sign, he found the most
Accordingly Napoleon approached glaring differences, and saw that an
Pope Pius VII. upon the subject, and attempt was being made to frauduarrived at an understanding with him, lently palm off a doctored" copy
which was embodied in the famous upon him for his signature. He pos"Concordat," The Pope gave up itively refused to sign, and Napo-

"

leon's men contended with him for
twenty-four hours, but he remained
firm. When he next saw the First
Consul, at a grandbanquet, Napoleon
met him with an explosion of anger
and threats. Finding that he could
not browbeat the Cardinal, he finally
consented to sign the treaty as
agreed to by the Pope, who could not
in conscience make any farther con-

cessions.
INTERESTING INCIDENT.

In 1659, Stuyvesant, the governor of New Netherlands (now New
York), sent two delegates to look
after the Dutch interests in the New
Netherland territory along the Delaware River, in what is now Delaware
and Pennsylvania.
To these delegates came, in 1661, two messengers
from -the Catholics in Maryland.
These men we learn from the
American Catholic Historical Researches for October, reported that
affairs in Maryland were in great
confusion, feeling ran high against
" Papists," and the Catholics feared
war and
persecution. In this

emergency they were looking about
them to see where they might go for
safety. The messengers asked if the
Catholics would be toleratedand let
alone, in case they should come into
the New Netherland territory.

They got very little satisfaction
from the Dutch. Heermans, one of
the delegates of Stuyvesant, reported the interview to his superior
officer. He says that he pretended
that he was not obliged to answer

but told Captain Wheeler, the representative of the Maryland Catholics, that " his conscience would not
tolerate such a sect. If he remains
quiet," continues the report, " and
no others of the same breed shall
arrive here hither, I shall tolerate
them till I have received your honor's
farther commands; but by an unexpected increase I shall command
them to depart, in conformity to the
orders of your honor." It is plain
that the search for toleration and
quiet was a hard one in those days
for Catholics.

SELLING OUT
OUR

New Furniture
very fast. So fast we have
ordered a'most a

Complete New Stock
To keep up with the demand,
though we started in two
weeks ago with a

Hundred Thousand Dollars
Worth of Brand-New

Furniture.

People appreciate
New Goods,
New Styles,

New Designs,
AND OUR

Low Prices.
No house in New England, either
cash or credit, sells as low. Don't
think our selling out means going
out of business. By no means.

See our

388 New Styles
Before you buy furniture. Then you
will know what's in style, what the
best is.
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A. McArthur & Go.
Five Great Stores Full of
Furniture.

SPAIN AND THE JEWS.

A member of the Royal Academy
of History, of Madrid, Senor Manuel
Perez Villamil, writes in the Catholic
World, of the expulsion of the Jews
from Spain, by Ferdinand and Isabella. This act is frequently alluded
to as cruel in the extreme, as well as
very foolish, since, it is asserted, the
Jews were an industrious, thrifty and
intellectually active people and the
country suffered, by their departure,
the loss of a most valuable body of
citizens.
Senor Villamil declares that the
condition of affairs which Ferdinand
and Isabella found existing in Spain
The
was absolutely intolerable.
hatreds, fears, distrust and jealousies
of centuries had culminated in persecution, intrigue, riot,
outrage,
hypocrisy and conspiracy, until the
entire framework of society was
shaking and likely to be torn asunthe
der. He considers the result
for
the
of
the
expulsion
decree
Jews

.

On Cornhill.

Boston.

simply an inevitable outcome
of the state of affairs, "the fulfillment of a law of history
brought
down by the Hebrews on themselves."
This view is sustained by Amador
dc los Rios, a historian not unfavorable to the Jews, who says: The
most imminent and real danger for
the Israelite race, fatally conducing
to their ruin, had its rise in the very
midst of themselves. No matter
what might have been the generalpolicy andpersonal desire of monarchs,
the Israelitic race on Iberian soilwas fated, not alone to sad decadence, but also inevitably to extinction."
The indictment, therefore, against
Ferdinand and Isabella is possibly
not so plain, clear and unanswerable
as some historians have assumed.
?as

...
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by every measure in their power. In
some sections their lives were in
danger from the natives, whose patriotic feeling thus avenged itself.
RELIGIOUS ORDERS IN NEW SPAIN.
Fricius gives a list of twenty-six

OUR SPECIAL NUMBER.

Tributes Of Protestant
Writers.

(Conclusion

of Bishop Hursfs paper).

We can best illustrate the success-

ful propagation of the new faith by
reference to the labors of individual
members of the order. Fricius relates of Zumarraga, who, as early as
1528, was sent by Charles Y. to

Mexico as archbishop, that he confirmed-on one occasion 14,000 people. Zumarraga wrote in 1532 to
the General Order that he and his
associates had baptized r,000,000
and that yearly he had taken into
the Church 20,000.
" These children," he says, " would,
under the prevailing paganism, have
been offered up to Satan as a sacrifice." In the same letter Zumarraga
urges- that the Fathers cultivate
earnestly a knowledge of the Indian
languages, for the harvest is great
and the laborers are few. He founded hospitals, gave to the poor with
his own hand, made great personal
sacrifices, and in person administered
medicine to the sick.
Peter of Ghent built
j

A SCHOOL P.ESIDE THE CLOISTER

of his order, where he instructed 600
children in Christian doctrine. He
was accustomed to teach the children
music, and to give minute attention
to instructing the people to become
shoemakers, carpenters, masons and
He was the first of any
smiths.
order to learn the Popolcari languages. In 1553 he returned to
Spain, and brought back with him
of his order.
thirty-four
is
Toribines Motolinia
said to have
baptized 400,000 natives with his
own hand.
He heard that they
Motolinia,"
him
and on findcalled
"
ing out that it meant Poor Man,"
he rejoiced, and said: "This shall
be my name." And it became his
permanent name.
Alfonso dc Solono, who went to
Mexico in 153I) settled in Tlascala,
learned the aboriginal language of
the place, labored there fifry years,
and conducted a school of 600 boys.
He was sent to Guatemala with the
other Franciscans, where he learned
the Maya tongue, and died at
eighty-eight, after a ministry of
seventy years. John Fucher was for
forty years a devoted laborer in the
City of Mexico. Molina preached
to natives for fifty years. In 1524
Martinus dc Valernia went to Mexico,
accompaniedby twelve other Franciscans. He divided his company into
four parts, to labor in Mexico,
Teztuco, Tlascala, and Hucruz He
reported in July, 1531, to the Gen
eral Order that he had

''

BAPTIZED ONE MILLION

natives. He erected twelve cloisters
"This Marand many churches.
a Franciscan
tin," says Fricius,
monk, began to build up the Christian faith in India at the same time
that another monk, Martin Luther,
labored to tear it down."
The brothers of all the orders
were active in propagating the faith

"

brothers who were murdered in the
early period of the Spanish domination. In this number there were
representatives not only of Spain,
but of France and Germany as well
a striking proof of the cosmopolitan character of the earliest champions of the Roman Catholic faith in
the new land.
The monastic spirit pervaded the
entire ecclesiastical life of this early
period. The brothers of all the
orders regarded the monastery as
suited to the progress of their cause.
Into every part of Mexico these tireless men penetrated. Cloisters were
established in every important conquered place of Mexico, these being
not less than ninety-four in number.
The same monastic spirit extended
to the southern regions. Missionary
work in Guatemala began in 1539,
whither Pope Paul 111. and Charles
Y. sent six Franciscans. These, with
their late associates, built in that
reign eleven cloisters. Nicaragua
soon had eleven cloisters, and Peru
about thirty cloisters.
?

. . .

WORK AMONG THE SPANIARDS.

While nearly all the orders labored
almost exclusively for the organization of the natives, the Jesuits made
the Spaniards the one great object
of their intense activity. They arrived in Mexico in 1572, and, therefore, after the great initial labors of
the older orders. Several strenuous
efforts were made for the earlier
coming of the Jesuits.
Finally,
the General of the Order in Rome
commissioned twelve Jesuits for
Mexican service, with Pedro Sanchez
as the first provincial. This was the
beginning of those gigantic operations of the Jesuit order in Mexico,
which form one of the most important chapters in the history of the
modern Church. These first Jesuits
saw the importance of paying sole
attention to the Spaniards, as they
were constantly coming in large
numbers, and were sure to be the
rulers of the country. They carried
with them the indomitable spirit of
They penetrated new
Loyola.
regions of the country, went far to
the north, established schools and
collages, collected libraries, and
created unbounded enthusiasm in
Europe by the marvellous rapidity
and success of their operations. To
authorship they paid little attention.
But to fit the Spanish mind in
Mexico for permanent domination,
and to cement the country to the
papal interest was their great object,
never once out of mind.

HOW WE SHALL CELEBRATE COLUMBUS DAY.
As we have already announced, the special Columbian number of
"The Sacred Heart Review," to be issued October 19, 1892, will contain a great number of interesting, unique, and important features.
It will be printed on heavy and handsome paper, made especially for this
edition. It will be of DOUBLE THE USUAL SIZE, containing thirtytwo pages, bound in handsome colored covers; 36 pages in all.
ILLUSTRATIONS: Pictures of our Boston and San Domingo Monuments.
The Departure of Columbus from Palos.
Arrival of Columbus
in the New World. Columbus and the great Bishop Las Casas, his
companion and historian. Portraits of Ferdinand and Isabella. Death
Bed of Columbus; and many other illustrations.
The OFFICIAL PROGRAMME of the celebration in Boston will be
published exclusivelyin this issue of " The Sacred Heart Review."
Some of the INTERESTING CONTENTS will be:
A fac-simile of the First Letter written by Columbus announcing his discovery ; published in Rome in 1493. This is absolutely unique and
exclusive.
Dr. Charles H. Hall, of Boston, will contribute " Notes from My Diary" ;
an account of his journey to Isabella with Mr. Fred. ()ber, World's Fair
Commissioner, and their attempt to locate the site of the ancient church.
Report of an Fxpedition, made in May, J891, by Commander G. A. Converse, of the U. S. S. " Fnterprise," under instructions of the United
States Navy Department, " to ascertain the nature, extent, and condition of the Ruins at Isabella."
Report of the Committee appointed at Puerto Plata by the United States
Consul to locate the exact site of the First Church.
T. Harrison Cummings will have a paper on " Barcelona and the Triumph
of Columbus."
Capt. Nathan Appleton will contribute an article on " San Domingo City
and Columbus."
?

?

?

?

?

?

We believe that the following facts about the connection of The
Sacred Heart Review with the approaching Columbus Celebration will
be of interest to our Readers and Patrons :
1. "The Sacred Heart Review" first conceived and publicly proposed
the project of raising a statue in honor of the Great Discoverer in the
Island of San Domingo, to mark the place where he made the first permanent settlement in the New World, and upon the very spot where he erected
the first building the First Christian Church
upon this Continent.
2. "The Sacred Heart Review " first brought this plan to the attention
of the United States Government and received assurances of approval and
support, together with an offer from the Navy Department of a United
States War Ship, to be placed at the service of the Committee in charge of
erecting this statue in San Domingo.
3. "The Sacred Heart Review" obtained the cordial approval of the
Most Rev. Archbishop of Boston, and the hearty co-operation of a number
of leading clergymen and laymen of New England in the project.
4. " The Sacred Heart Review" secured the interest and support of
a number of distinguished gentlemen
including Hon. Win. E. Curtis,
Head of the Bureau of Latin Republics, at Washington, founded by Hon.
James G. Blaine, then Secretary of State ; Captain Nathan Appleton,
Professor Horsford, Dr. Chas. H. Hall, and Mr. Fred. Ober, World's
Fair Commissioner, of Boston. These gentlemen consented to act with the
Committee, and have given their valuable services in carrying out the work.
5. The Statue of Columbus, designed by 1'rof. Jepson of the State Normal Art School, Boston, modeled by the eminent sculptor Buyens, of Ghent,
and cast most successfully in bronze by the celebrated Ames Manufacturing
Company of Chicopee, was chosen by "The Sacred Heart Review," and
this paper has made itself responsible for the very large expense involved.
6. "The Sacred Heart Review" opened communication with the Government of San Domingo, and the United States Consul at l'uerto Plata.
Through them a committee of distinguished citizens and officials of the
Republic was formed to forward the undertaking.
7. litis Committee, by the suggestion of "The Sacred Heart Review,"
and at its expense, made an expedition to the site of the ruined city of
Isabella, and there discovered and fixed beyond a doubt the spot where
Columbus raised his First Building upon this Continent. That building
was a Christian Church, and over its ruins the Statue will be raised.
8. The Government of San Domingo grants to " The Sacred Heart
Review" the right to erect the statue, with perpetual control of 10,000
square yards of land, to be reserved forever for this purpose. It admits
free of duties the Statue and all materials necessary for its construction.
9. At the first meeting of the citizens of Boston to decide upon the
method of celebrating Columbus Day, October 21, 1892, the 400th anniversary of the Discovery of our Country, "The Sacred Heart Review,"
through its representatives there present, offered, for a nominal price,
a duplicate or replica of its superb statue, to be erected in a public place
in the city of Boston.
Are you going to have your picThis very advantageous offer was gladly accepted and the statue,
ture taken ? Do you want unsur- which is now on exhibition at the Art Museum, Back Bay, Boston,
passed workmanship and moderate will be erected and unveiled with proper ceremonies, on the 21st of
prices ? If so, call at Haswell's Pho- October, 1892.
10. " The Sacred Heart Review " therefore claims justly and with pride
tographic Parlors, 214 Essex street, the creditfor
conceiving and carrying forward this plan, which shall place
a
Salem. He is the 1. d ng Photog- upon the distant Island of San Domingo a lasting memorial, marking the
rapher in Essex Coun y.
spot of the first foothold of Christian civilization on this Continent and
commemorating the founding of the First Christian Church in the New
Kipans Tabules cure hives.
World. We find also sincere gratification in having aided in the erection
of a noble and enduring monument to Columbus in the city of Boston.
Eipans Tabules cure dyspepsia.
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THE MOTHER OF THE RASCALS.
[continued

from page

one.]

peculiar form of her devotion, and
made no illusion to herself as to its
results. She called herself resolutely
the Mother of the Rascals, and when
she begged alms, which was often
enough, as we have already hinted,
she begged for her rascals.
And she found a great many
people who were willing to give to
her, although their alms did not
always seem to bear abundant fruit.
The rascals, however, were grateful
to their mother; and did ever a
charity done in the name of Jesus go
without reward ? In the degradation
of that prison, who can tell how many
souls found refreshment in those
prayers recited aloud from her window by Sister Ardourel ?' Although
a certain number of the assistants
took part in that exercise without any
view of the eternal recompense, and
only in the hope of getting some
tobacco, yet the Name of Jesus was
pronounced, that Name before which
all knees bow, even in hell; it was
proclaimed by lips accustomed to
blaspheme; it shone into hearts
given over to all their vile desires ; it
could awaken in them some far-off
echo of grace, keep faith from dying
out; make some feeling rise, agreeable to the divine compassion ; and
this with the help of grace could
suffice at the day of death to transform the rascals of earth into the just
of heaven.
And yet, about the year 1820, the
Sister Ardourel died. She had done
what she could, and had sowed a
seed, and then gone to God as men
go again and again after a life-work,
with little sign of harvest. The prisoners of Villefranche from that time
were deprived of the comforts she so
long had brought them with such
determination, gayety, and perseverance. Yet her work did not entirely
die with her. Some charitable souls
still sent alms to the prisons, and
still kept on in this good work. And
then there dawned a day when the
Sisters of the Holy Family, that
noble French community, of which
we hope to tell more in the future,
came to Villefranche, and the seed
sown by the Mother of the Rascals
bore blessed fruit. Little mattered
it to her, in her home in the bosom
of her God, that other hands than
hers brought in the harvest; that
other feet than hers passed through
the prison gates, and in and out of
the cells, bringing personal tendance
and spiritual comfort like sunshine
mo the darkness. Who but God
can say if sower or reaper win the
greater blessing, or whether in his
sight they are blessed alike ?
Another Rosary month is beginning
with the bright days of October, and
as we begin the beads once more for
our Holy Father's intention, we
think of Sister Ardourel valiantly,
perseveringly, working on and praying with small answer visibly to her
prayers. Let us too pray on, for and
with Holy Church, through the da>k
days of her trials. God's abundant
answer and blessing will surely come
at length.

Notes.

Arthur Connolly of Roxbury, on " The Virgin Mother of God : Her Place in the Scriptures, in History, and in Art."
A church for French Catholics is being
Vespers will be sung at 7 o'clock, closing
erected in Brockton, Mass. It will be dedwith Benediction, Rt. Rev. Lawrence S.
icated in honor of the Sacred Heart.
McMahon, D.D., Bishop of Hartford, offici?
ating. The sermon will be preached by
Mr. Henry M. O'Meara, of the Boston
Rev. D. J. O'Farrell of Stoneham, his subfourual, will write the poem for the Columject being, " St. Mary's Church and Its
bus celebration, by the Boston Catholics, on
History."
Oct. 21.
>
Rev. James A. Curran, O. S. A., for
On the 6th of November Rev. Father
several years connected with St. Mary's
Garin, O.M 1., of Lowell, will celebrate the
Church, Lawrence, has been appointed to
fiftieth anniversary of his reception into the
the pastorate of St. John's Chuich, Schaghorder of Oblates.
ticoke, N. V., for which field of labor he
with the most cordial good wishes
Collectors of the Church Debt So- departs
of the Catholics of Lawrence to whom his
ciety will make returns at the house Monability, his unassuming virtues and unfailing
day or Tuesday evening. Last month's
kindness and faithfulness have endeared
report in this paper.
him during his ministrations among them.
1
?
The Brothers of Mary, connected with
the French college of Lowell, will have
Mr. T. H. Lane, formerly of the Comcharge of the boys'department of St. Anne's monwealth Clothing House, Boston, and
for the past year manager of Geo. R. Brine's
Parochial School, Lawrence.
store, 473 Cambridge street, East Cam?
Next year will occur the Episcopal jubilee bridge, has purchased of Mr. Brine the
of the Pope, and it is said that there will be entire stock and fixtures. Mr. Lane intends
a large pilgrimage of priests from North to carry the best line of Clothing, Hats,
and South America, including 700 from the Caps and Furnishing Goods ever shown in
this city. Our readers will find it to their
United States.
?
advantage to give him a call when they
Brother Menke, S. J., of the Church want any goods in his line.
of the Holy Trinity, Boston, is 86 years of
?
age and for nearly 50 years has been attached - The Worlds Columbian Exposition Illusto that church.
In a short lime the 50th trated, for October Ist, will be of unusual
anniversary of his entrance into the Society interest. Besides the usual amount of
of Jesus will occur.
authentic World's Fair information, it will
»
have engravings of prominent State buildWe wish to call the attention of our
ings, together with those of Great Britain,
Woburn readers to the advertisment of the
Germany, and Turkey. This number will
well known and reliable house of J. W. Ham
contain the officialprogramme of the Dedimond & Son, who, by fair dealing and square
catory Exercises, illustrations of the Exposimethods, have built up a large business and
tion grounds, buildings, National, State and
hold the confidence of the people.
Foreign, and a panoramic birdseye view,
in rich colors, of the entire exposition.
The students of Boston College are prePrice 25 cents per copy. J. B. Campbell,
paring for a Columbus celebration, to be
159-161 Adams street, Chicago.
given in the College Hall. It will consist
of musical and literary exercises. OrigiThe consecration of St. Joseph's cemenal poems and compositions will be
tery took place in West Roxbury Thursday
contributed by members of the philosophy
afternoon, Sept. 15, in the presence of a
and rhetoric classes, and the college orcheslarge assemblage of people from Brooktra, under the direction of Mr. Charles E.
line, Boston, West Roxbury and other
McLaughlin, will render selections especially
places in the vicinity.
prepared for the occasion.
The solemn and impressive ceremony of
»
consecration
was performed by Right Rev.
We are continually receiving the most
assisted by Rev. J. F. Talbot,
gratifying proofs of the strong favor in John Brady,
D., Revs. L J. Morris, W. H. FitzD.
which- The Sacred Heart Review is
patrick, J. H. Gallagher, A. Klauder and
held by clergy and people. Recently it has
Corduke, and at its close Rev. Dr.
been announced and most strongly recom- M. J.
Talbot
preached an eloquent sermon
mended by Rev Father Brosnahan of Walto the occasion.
appropriate
tham, and Rev. Father Power of Danvers.
?
This ensures The Review a large new
large and most enthusiastic gathering,
A
circulation in these two flourishing cities.
We shall see to it that the kind words of consisting of several representatives from
our good friends are fully justified by the each of the Catholic and Irish societies, and
excellence and soundly Catholic character from each of the parishes in the city was
held last Friday evening at St. Mary% Hall,
of our contents.
Lawrence, to make arrangements for the
ceremonies
incident
to
proper commemoration of the discovery of
The impressive
the dedication of the new St. Mary's Church, America by Christopher Columbus.
Rev. Father O'Reilly was elected chairCharlestown, will take place Sunday, Oct.
2, commencing at 10.15. His Grace, Most man of the meeting, and Mr. George
It was
Rev. John J. Williams, D. D., will conduct Nichols was chosen secretary.
the services. Pontifical High Mass will be unanimously voted to have a parade on the
celebrated by Rt. Rev. Matthew I larkins, afternoon of Columbus Day, and Hon. John
D.D., Bishop of Providence. Very Rev. Breen was elected chief marshal; each
William Byrne, D.D., the vicar-general, will society being instructed to appoint an aid,
be assistant priest; Rev. P. A. McKenna of while the chief marshal was also empowered
Marlboro, deacon; Rev. J. E. Millerick of to select an aid from each society.
In addition to the parish organizations and
Wakefield, sub-deacon; Rev. W. J. Millerick, first master of ceremonies ; and Rev. J. all the societies represented, all the children
W. Allison, second master of ceremonies. of the parochial and Sunday-schools will
Rev. Henry A. Brann, D.D., of St. Agnes' take part in the parade, which will be renChurch, New York City, will preach the dered still more interesting by a series of historical tableaux, representing scenes consermon.
nected
with the discovery of America, and
The afternoon service will begin at 3.30
o'clock, and will consist of the October with the subsequent history of the Nation.
Mass will be celebrated in the morning in
devotions, followed by a sermon by Rev.

.

#_:

all the churches; after which, the pupils of
the parochial schools will have appropriate
commemorative exercises. It is also probable that there will be some grand conclusion to the celebiation arranged for the
evening.
The next meeting of the delegates will
take place at St. Mary's Hall, Friday evening, October 7.
»

During

the year from September, 1891,
to September, 1892, the Home for Destitute
Catholic chi'dren, in Harrison avenue,
Boston, has received 903 children. The
average number of children in the house
each clay, for the year, was 239. Since the
Home was opened it has received and cared
for 10,129children.
These poor children are sent to the Home
from all neighboring parishes, and from all
parts of the State. They are often the
children of drunken and cruel parents, and
if not received here, must inevitably go upon
the street, and from there to the prison or
the reformatories which do not reform.
From the Home they are sent to Catholic
families, where they are carefully followed
up, looked after, and helped. This is a
most necessary as well as a most noble
charity, and worthy of all the help that any
one may be disposed to give it. It is carefully managed by a number of disinterested
and charitable gentlemen of Boston.
?

?

We have received the first number of
The Monthly* Bulletin of Current Literature,
published in St. Paul, and devoted especially to the interests of Catholic readers.
This magazine is a sign and an outcome of
the present remarkable intellectual and educational movement among Catholics in this
country. It is carefully edited, and will be
useful in the manner indicated by its title.
«

The Catholics of Philadelphia and Baltimore will have a torchlight procession on
the evening of October 12, and on the next
day-they will hold religious exercises in the
morning, and enjoy an oratorical and musical entertainment in the evening. The
programme is admirable.
\u25a0

1

Since the Society of the Holy Infancy
was founded in 1843 by Bishop Janson, it
has baptized 12,000,000 pagan infants,
and has distributed in charity, in all parts of
the world, 82,000,000 lire. The society will
celebrate its golden jubilee during the
jubilee of Pope Leo XIII.
?

The corner-stone of the building to be
erected by the St. Jean Baptiste Society,
Haverhill, Mass., was laid Sept. 17, with an
imposing parade and ceremony. The services in St. Joseph's Church in the morning
were in keeping with the event.
A lihrary for the boys of Boston College has been opened, containing 4,000
books. There are more students in the
college now than ever before.
By special dispensation of the Pope,
Catholics are allowed to eat meat on Friday,
October 21, the day of the Columbus
celebration.
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Thursday, October 6.

WAR ECHOES.

St. Bruno, Confessor.
St. Bruno, who lived and died nearly a
Exciting
of
Sunday, October 2.
thousand years ago, was celebrated for his
Seventeenth Sunday after Pentecost: wisdom, piety, and learning. He was canon
Gospel, St. Matthew, xvii., 35 46. Jesus and chancellor of the Cathedral of Rheims,
preaches the law of love the love of God and filled the duties of his office with great One of the Most Popular G. A. R.
and of our neighbor. "On these two com- ability and prudence, at the same time that
Veterans in the Country.
mandments dependeth the whole law and his writings procured him the esteem and
A Wonderful Thing and We Believe
the prophets."
respect of learned and eminent men, even in
It to be True.
Solemnity of the Holy Rosary of the distant countries. At length, being disBlessed Virgin Mary.
gusted with the world, he, with some friends,
He escaped being killed in battle.
The ancient hermits and others used to retired to the desert of Chartreuse, a country
But
he came dangerously near death since.
count their prayers by means of pebbles, of rocks, forests, fog, and snow. Here he
This in brief is the experience of Pastgrains or other small objects. Sometimes founded the celebrated Order of Carthusian Commander David Noyes of Manchester,
the number of " Our Fathers" was told by monks, famous for the severity of its rule. N.J.
the studs or metal points on a belt. After They fast, wear coarse garments, labor hard,
That Mr. Noyes is a most popular and
a while beads came into use for this purand spend much time in prayer and medita- honored citizen is evident from the fact that
pose. But it is generally understood that tion. Attracted by his reputation for piety, he has been elected five different years
St. Dominic first taught the method of sav- many persons joined them and lived in commander of Reno Post, No. 84, G. A. R.,
ing fifteen decades of beads in honor of the separate cells, under his rule, in the midst that he is a Free Mason of high degree, a
principal events in the lives of our Lord and of these rugged solitudes. St. Bruno died Justice of the Peace, Ruling Elder and
Treasurer of the Presbyterian Church, a
his Blessed Mother. So this great saint is in 1084.
member of the Board of t ducation, and has
known as the founder of the Rosary, and
been sent as delegate to county, state, and
Friday,
October
7.
with Dominicans everywhere it is a special
congressional conventions. The word of a
St. Mark, Pope and Confessor.
devotion. This festival of to-day was instiman so highly honored at home must carry
tuted to thank God for the many benefits he
the greatest conviction and weight throughSaturday, October 8.
has canferred upon the faithful, especially
out the country. His story is interesting.
St. Bridgit, Widow.
for the great victory over the infidels at the
" For over 27 years, since the close of the
St. Bridgit was a princess of Sweden in late war I suffered from dyspepsia, paid out
battle of Lepanto in 1571, and for the vichundreds of dollars but got no relief.
tory of the Christians over the Turks in the fourteenth century. She was full of
" I suffered from heart disease for 6 years,
and
love
of
God
from
her
earliest
piety
1716, at Belgrade, by which all Germany
was carried out of church, and from my
and Italy were saved both these having childhood. On the death of her husband work three times, and for the past two years
was unable to do any work whatever.
been ascribed to the interposition and she divided his estates among her children,
honors,
and founded an
prayers of the Blessed Virgin. No other gave up her royal
devotion in the Church is more wide-spread order of nuns, called the Order of Our
than this. Wherever there are Catholics Saviour. She died in Rome, in 1373.

Experience

SUNDAY.

Never preserve any coldness of feeling
toward your neighbor, or the Heart of
Jesus will feel the same to you. Blessed
?

Margaret Mary.

All of this world will soon have passed
away. But God will remain, and thou,
whatever thou hast become, good or bad.
Thy deeds now are the seedcorn of eternity. Each single act, in each several day,
good or bad, is a portion of that seed.
Each day adds some line, making thee
more or less like him, more or less capable
of his love.
MONDAY.
In the eyes of the Sovereign Judge, the
merit of action depends on the motives
St. Benedict.
which prompted them.
?

The happiness of life, the happiness of
home, the happinessof your past, where is it?
You have to look back for it; it is gone, or is
going, transient and fleeting; and in a little
while it will be no longer. But in the kingdom
of God, that life, ever new,of body, of mind,
of soul, of home, of happiness, of perfect
identity, of love perfected and transfigured
in the kingdom of the Resurrection, shall
Cardinal
all be changeless and eternal.
?

Manning.

CommanderDNaovyides.

?

?

TUESDAY.

He alone is able to deny himself forbidden pleasures who does not give himself up
without reserve to those which are honest there the
Rosary is said. Many indulgenand legitimate.
St. Gregory.
ces are granted for it. Millions of petitions
Complaints aggravate the temper of him go up to heaven every day as the beads slip
who makes them, increase the trouble of through the fingers of the penitent and the
his soul, irritate his mind and his heart. saint. What words can be more consoling,
St. Francis de Sales.
more natural, more instinctively the outcry
of the human soul than the simple utterance
WEDNESDAY.
to Mary, the Mother of God
" Pray for
He who fights vigorously does not feel us, sinners, now and at the hour of our
the weight of the armor. St. Bernard. death" So may it be.
He who loves God receives all that hapMonday, October 3.
pens to him, as coming from Gad, with love
and meekness.
Ven. John Tauler.
Holy Angel Guardians. The existence of
?

?

It will pay our Haverhill readers to trade
with the National Grocery Co.
?

?

Mr. Martin J. Roche, the writer of our
Letter," presented a superb Missal to
Irish
"
St. Mary's new Church, Charlestown.

?

?

?

THURSDAY.
You believe yourself to be alone when
you sin but the eyes of the angels and the
eye of God, more formidable still, pierce
the thickest wall and penetrate the most
St. Bernard.
intense darkness.

;

?

;

Rarely examine closely what others do
look upon them simply, kindly, and amiably.
Do like the bees, gather honey from all the
St. Francis de Sales.
flowers.
?

FRIDAY.
In whatever place you may be pay due
respect to your guardian angel. Dare you
do in his presence that which you would be
ashamed to do before a man ??St. Bernard.

guardian angels is an article of Catholic belief, and the soul may find unspeakable
comfort from the thought that God has
given to each one of us an angel from
heaven to be our guide and guardian. St.
Bernard recommends that we should show
our respect for their presence, gratitude for
their love, and confidence in their protection.
Celestial guardian, thus with thee
And by thy constant care,
May I the world's corruption flee,
And heavenly blessings share.

Tuesday, October 4.
St. Francis of Assisi.

Wednesday, October 5.
Self-love never leaves us. It sleeps someSt. Placidus and his companions, Martyrs.
times like a fox, then suddenly springs upon
the chickens. We must therefore be con- When a boy of seven years, Placidus was
the monastery of Subiaco, to the
stantly watchful of it, and patiently defend sent to
Benedict, in the year 522 It is
care
of
St.
ourselves against it.
St. Francis de
related that one day he fell into the lake,
Sales.
when the holy abbot, St. Benedict, who was
SATURDAY.
in the monastery, commanded Brother
God is the governor of your soul have Maurus to run to the lake and help, " for,"
patience with his mysterious ways, and let said he, " the child has fallen into the
Devout surrender water." Maurus ran to the lake and
him govern you.
God
is
the summit of walked out upon the water to where the
of
ways
to the
Most Rev. Dr. Ullathorne. boy was sinking, and, seizing him by thehair,
patience.
Think not that a preface of praise will ex- carried him to shore. Then, looking back,
Ven. he saw that he had been walking upon the
cuse thy fault in passing censure.
water though he had not known it before.
Louis ok Granada.
Placidus became a very holy man, and
founded a monastery at Messina, where a
?

.

?

:

.

?

M. F. DAVLIN di CO.,

PLUMBERS AND GAS FITTERS,
198 Cambridge Street, near Bixtb.

RwidenM n»

th»p.

The twenty-third annual convention of
the Connecticut Total Abstinence Union
was opened in Hibernian Hall, Meriden,
Sept. 20, at which the following officers
were elected Spiritual director. Rt. Rev.
Lawrence S. McMahon,Hartford ; president,
James F. Brennan, New Haven ; Ist vicepresident, Walter Filzmauiice, New London ; 2d vice-president, Miss Mamie A.
O'Connor, Stamford; secretary, William
Charles
Gaffney, Ansonia; treasurer,
Middletown, and
State
Fitzgerald,
editor, John J. O'Rourke, Bridgeport.

:

\u25a0

During

the week ending Sept, 23, nineteen children, eleven boys and eight girls,
were received into the Home for Destitute
Catholic children. One boy and three girls
were placed in families ; two boys and three
girls were restored to their relatives. Remaining in the Home September 22, 257
children?l3o boys and 127 girls. The
following subscriptions and donations have
been received for the week ending September 22: Friend (D. D.), and Rev. William Orr, $20, each ; Mr. Peter Welden, $15.
Donations of money, clothing, stores, or any
articles useful to the children or in the
Home are respectfully solicited.
?

Her impaired health is the much deplored cause of Miss Emma Forbes Cary's
resignation of her membership on the Massachusetts Prison Commission.says the Pilot,
after more than twenty-five years of such
ministration to the temporal and spiritual
needs of the prisoners as few have the
ability or the opportunity to render. There
can be no statistics of such reformatory
work as she has spent herself in. The
ruined lives rebuilt even for this world, the
great number of religious gathered about souls saved for all eternity, through her
him. At length, in 546, he and several efforts, will be known only at the great
She labored among
companions suffered martyrdom at the Accounting Day.
prisoners of evey rank and grade of crime,
hands of some pirates.

HON. DAVID

NOYES.

" I was told by my physician that I never
could get well.
" I was also paralyzed on the right side
from my hip down, and suffered severely
with lumbago and a trembling of the hands.
Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
" I took
nerve
remedy, and feel entirely cured of all
troubles,
these
and feel like a well man.
" I could not sleep on my right side for
years, now I can sleep well and eat anything.
" It has proved to be a wonderful remedy
for me, and I am a living witness to testify
to the truth of my statement. It is the
grandest medicine ever made, and all my
friends are amazed at the cure."
Postmaster Edward F. I.arrabeeand Wm.
Montgomery, master mechanic New Jersey
Southern R. R, both of Manchester, N. J ,
have known Mr. Noyes for 25 years, and
ate familiar with all the facts about his
wonderful recovery.
We can only say in commenting on this
case, that it is truly marvellous what this
remarkable remedy will do in curing disease.
It certainly makes most astounding
and we do not wonder that, as druggit-ts tell
us, the demand for it among the sick is
enormous. Its price is only $1, and it is
purely vegetable and harmless. Another
thing which gives the people the greatest
confidence in it is that it is prepared by Dr.
Greene, of 34 Temple place, Boston, Mass.,
who is an eminent specialist in nervous and
chronic diseases. He can be consulted by
all freeof charge, personally or by letter.
and nothing was beyond the pale of her
sympathy and help.
She had a mission to her fellow-workers,
as well as to the subjects of their common
charge. They learned from her what a
wonderful force natural philanthropy becomes after the Catholic spirit has been
breathed into it.
A judicial mind and a merciful heart were
the rare combination which Miss Cary
brought to her prison work.
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Europe

in Six

Days

SCENES OF HARDSHIP IN NEW
GUINEA.
[Continuation of Bishop Navarre's

Narrative.l

"In the beginning of 1889, we
founded the station of Mohu in the
Steerage, $ 16.50 to $20.00.
interior of New Guinea. The father
Second Cabin, $25.00 to $35.00.
First Cabin, $40.00 to $100.00. who took charge of it had been in
Drafts at Low Kates.
the country only five months when he
General Agency for all Lines.
Swifteut and Best Steamers. fell sick, and his state inspiring fears,
Order* by Mail or Express promptly attended to.
we were compelled to send him to
Thursday Island that he might there
Chas. Y.
recover. In this last named station,
7 Broad St., 4 doors from State,
of which he is at present in charge,
«ncrnN
ua»
he has suffered six months from the
terrible f> ver of New Guinea. Two
other fathers, unable to bear the climate, returned to Europe ; another,
whose strength had been ruined by
the hardships of the Mission, withdrew also to Thursday. The health
of all my missionaries was seriously
impaired. Several had crises of so
violent a nature as to put their lives
in danger.
" To cap all these difficulties, we
suffered severely, more than once,
from a lack of provisions, brought
about either by want of money or by
delays occasioned in the regular
service of steamers. I am sorry to
Apmm TRADE MARK.
have to attribute some of these to the
ill-will of the

Dasev,

j

A STAPLE ARTICLE.

Soap

BRITISH

GOVERNMENT,

which exacted that our provisions,
before being unshipped at Yule
Island, should be examined at Port
Moresby by custom house officers.
In one instance, our missionaries,
who were in absolute want of provisions, saw the steamer touch at Yule
Island and deliver their mail, then
sail out with the provisions on board.
Packing
Provisions
They were thus subjected to fifteen
Packers and Curers of
days more of a rigorous fast. My
own health broke down after one of
these terrible fasts, and I was comLive and Dressed Hogs, &c.
pelled to go to Sidney to recuperate.
Boston, U.S.A.
U Sorl.li Blarkut Sej.,
In this state of affairs, two things in
P. O. Box 5»47.
particular caused me much anxiety.
G. F. Swift, President.
E. C. Swift, Treaa. & Gen'l Manager
The first was to see half my missionS. Henry Skilton. Aut. Manager
aries laid up with fever, the rest pining away, and in continual suffering.
" In the next place we saw ourselves
unable to help the savages, who,
from all sides, sent deputations

The standard never varies
North

Co.

&

Pork, Beef, Lard, Hams, Bacon,
U

*

STURTEVANT & HALEY,

Beef and Supply Company,
38 and 40 F. H. Market, Boston.

ASKING FOR MISSIONARIES.

Even the two little villages of Yule
were neglected, because they were a
few miles distant from Port Leo, our
place of residence. There was no
lack of Protestant preachers willing
to take advantage of our almost
forced
seclusion at Port Leo, in order
Colonnade Building, Brookline, Mats.
tn House of (InoH Sheohard
to establish themselves in the popuD*»"ti»i
lous and flourishing villages of the
interior. The savages, unable to
make the distinction between the
Interior I>ecorators of
truth and error, give themselves to
whoever presents himself first. This
Boston, Mass. is what happened at Mabua-Patra.
27 Beach Street,
On hearing that a Protestant teacher
Knrabllsh«d 18A4.
had been placed in this village, we
W. B. HASTINGS & CO., upbraided Mahimi, its chief, who had
pressed us to come and settle in the
INSURANCE.
of his people. The savage
Cambridge
Cambridge. midst
answered that a minister had placed
KzchanKe Building.
the teacher in question in his village,
Boston, Mass. and that he did net dare to effor miy
68 Btfttt St.,
Aeout OS*.

Hotels and Families a Specialty.

ieleuhoiie

i'mim.l iiw

Dr. A. Kettembeil,

Dentist,

Chas. J. Schumacher & Sods,

CHURCHES, HALLS, Etc.,

89

St., E.

Woburn Advertisements.

Catholic Missions.
Dry

Are you looking for anything in the

Goods Line. Hosiery, Underwear, Etc.

-

If so, don't forget that you can find them cheap at

A. N.
WEBSTER'S, Agent- 335 MAIN ST.,
Successor to F. S. Burgess.
for Lewando's Dye House.
resistance; he assured us that should
we, too, come, we would be welcome."

LAWRENCE READE,

A NEW BISHOP.

Undertaker and Funeral Director

In the month of August, 1889,
Bishop Navarre's companion, Father
Verius, received his nomination as
vicar-apostolic of New Pomerania.
Father Navarre could ill afford to
loso him, and in fact, was so ill that
he feared he would not be able to
perfoim the ceremony of consecration. The Sisters of our Lady of
the Sacred Heart set about preparing what was absolutely necessary ;
a mitre, a cassock, etc., while one of
the lay brothers made a rude crosier
from one of the boards which it had
cost so much labor to get. At last,
on the feast of our Lady of the
Seven Dolors, by dint of many
earnest prayers, Bishop Navarre recovered sufficiently to perform the
ceremony; but as soon as it was over
he took to his bed again, and did
not leave it for three months, until
he was carried to the steamer which
was to take him to Sidney.
THE HURRICANE.

"

Meanwhile the work of building
had been interrupted. The rainy
season was upon us, and a tierce
northwesterly wind, called by the na
tives baruru, would shortly commence to blow. Our main house
had been up but four years, and it
was still firm, as it rested on piles
deeply set in the ground. Notwithstanding, two days before my departure, a crackling noise and cries
of affright were heard in the night:
the baruru had blown down our
house. Happily, however, no one
was hurt.
" My archepiscopal residence a
thatched, one-room building ?could
not accommodate all our missionaries, who now found themselves
roofless. Two small rooms, five feet
by ten, opened on the veranda, one
at each end. But these two narrow
cells were occupied respectively by
Mgr. Verius and a father. Our little
chapel also a thatched building
had therefore to be transformed into
a common dormitory, and the good
God resigned his house to give shelter to his missionaries.

s3e.3k:toiij-.

237 & 239 Main St., Woburn.

R. C. EVANS,

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST,
Winchester, Mass.
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fell them. These terrible squalls
succeed one another to the number
of about twenty.
"In December, the Governor of
New Guinea, who
is also a
physician, came to visit me,
and told me thaf, if I remained in
New Guinea, I would grow worse
and worse, till I would finally succumb, and that my cure could be
effected only in a cold climate. I
determined upon Sidney, where we
have a house. The Governor offered
me a passage on his steamer as far
as Cooktown, where I was to find
coasting vessels. It was not possible for me to make the journey
alone, and in spite of the great inconvenience, Bishop Verius consented to go with me."
TO

BE CONTINUED.

MISSION NOTES.
A London paper declares that the result
of Captain Lugard's killing and dispersing
Catholic natives in Uganda, Africa, and of
the present policy of the British government will be the re-establishing of Mohammedanism as the State religion there.

?

?

?

Rev. Kenei.m Vaughn, who has been
visiting in Madagascar, says that the people
love and revere the Catholic missionaries,
because of the immense good they are doing
among them. He says: "Though I have
visited many missions in heathen lands,
never have I seen one so successfully
worked, and one where in so short time,
such wonders have been done for the salvation of the heathen, as in this pagan
island."
__^__

It is said of Father Bareyt, missionary
in Madagascar, that he daily gives out rice,
clothing and iron chains to the poor. This
sounds very singular, but it is easily exTHE POOR SISTERS.
plained. When a prisoner first arrives in
I was not less anxious withregard one of the wretched prisons he is tied
to the sisters' fate. Their house was tightly, with a rope, to a post in the centre
newer, but rested on weak piles. of the prison house, to prevent his escape.
Each blast of the baruru made it If he wishes to be freed from his agonizing
shake like a reed, in spite of the position, and be able to move about, he is
props with which we had surrounded obliged to buy an iron chain. Consequently,
it. As the baruru usually makes it- if he has no money to buy one, the best gift
self felt in the night-time, and is al- he can receive is that iron chain.

"

invariably accompanied by
floods of rain the sisters would run
out into the darkness at the first sign
of danger, preferring to be drenched
rather than buried under a pile of
ruins,
l-'ortuimtuiy n9 accident ?>\u25a0'-\u25a0
most

Some of our readers are probably
thinking just now where they can get
a good picture taken. With pleasure
we recommend to thefii S. S< Ha*
wall, of Salem \ ha can fin the bill
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Our readers doubtless remember WHY

that The Sacred Heart Review

has taken upon itself the honorable
task of marking, with a suitable
monument, the spot where the
Christian religion took possession of
this continent, four hundred years
ago, by the erection of its first
church ; and where Christian civilization first planted its banner in
the New World. The memory of
these events, which mark an epoch in
the civilization and progress of the
world, and which have been fruitful in
untold blessings to mankind, should
be treasured and preserved for all
time as a precious heritage.
The Review will be grateful for
such financial aid as may enable it
to complete this work in a manner
befitting the events to be commemorated. The following amounts have
already been received
Most Rev. Jno. J. Williams, D.D.,
Archbishop of Boston,
$250
Rt. Rev. John Brady, D.D.,
100
AuxiliaryBishop of Boston,
Rt. Rev. Matthew Harkins, D.D.,
100
Bishop of Providence,
Rt. Rev. Lawrence S. McMahon,
100
D.D Bishop of Hartford,
V.G.,
Very Rev. Dr. Byrne,
250
100
Rev. John Flatley,
100
Michael
Moran,
Rev.
100
Rev. Dennis O'Callaghan,
100
Magennis,
P.R.,
Thomas
Rev.
Rev. James T. O'Reilly,O S.A., 100
100
Rev. Peter Ronan,
100
Rev. Arthur J. Teeling, P.R.,
100
Rev. Lawrence J. Morris,
Rev. D J. O'Farrell,
100
100
Rev. J. E. Millerick,
Ronan,
100
Rev. Michael
100
Rev. Wm. H. Fitzpatrick,
100
Rev. James McGlew, PR.,
Rev. John W. McMahon, D.D., 100
100
Rev. M. J. Masterson,
100
A Friend,
Charles F. Donnelly, Esq.,
50
Rev. P. A. McKenna,
50
Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell,
25
200
Rev. John O'Brien,
Stephen O'Meara, Editoi Boston
Journal,
25
100
Thomas B. Noonan,
Hon. Owen A. Galvin,
25
Rev. John J. Frawley, C. SS. R., 100
James E. Cotter, President Irish
Charitable Society,
25
20
Alley,
R.
John
100
Rev. Michael O'Brien,
A. Shuman,
50
Thomas N. Hart, Postmaster,
20
Boston,
Bacon Paper Co.,'
25
Wm. R. Richards, Esq.,
25
Gen. C. H. Taylor, Boston Globe, 50
100
Rev. Chris. T. McGrath,
100
Rev. R. J. Johnson,
Rev. Thomas H. Shahan,
25
Chas. J. Mclntyre, Esq., Cambridge City Solicitor,
25
Rev. Dr. Talbot,
25
Miss Katharine A. O'Keeffe,
25
Rev. A. Police, S.M.,
25
Very Rev. Charles B. Rex,
S.S., S.T.D., J.C.D.,
25
Rev. Joseph H. Gallagher, Roxbury,
50
iop
Rev. James O'Doherty, P.R
Rev. Robert P. Stack,
50
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the insane asylum, is strewn with
wrecks of humanity who are the

Temperance.

OUR COLUMBUS MEMORIAL FUND.

AM A TOTAL ABSTAINER. accursed

I

VICTIMS OF ALCOHOL.

In giving his reasons for being a
total abstainer, Rev. Walter Elliot of
New Yorkfurnishes material for the
thoughtful study of all.
Drunkenness deprives a man of
God's precious gift of reason. Reason in man is a spark of God's intelligence. It establishes the bond of
union between man as creature and
God as Creator. Drunkenness dethrones the reason and leaves man a
prey to his vilest passions. God
made man a little less th; n the
angels; the drunkard makes himsel'
a little less than the brutes.
Moreover, this horrid vice extends
its blighting curse over man in his
other relations. It is ruin in prosperity, and despair in adversity.
Cowardice, hypocrisy, theft, cruelty,
murder, contempt of God, and hatred
of man go along with it and follow
after it. Disease of body and im
becility of mind are notorious results
Whoever loves
of drunkenness.
humanity hates drunkenness.
If you love religion you hate
drunkenness, for drunken Catholics
DISGRACE THE

CHURCH,

and if they die drunk, as too often
happens, what other fate but eternal
loss can await them ? " The drunkard shall not inherit the kingdom of

heaven."

Therefore, every family should have

STAMP OUT THAT VICE

which deprives men of their highest
natural good, destroys their happiness
during life, and damns them to eternal perdition hereafter.
The first step in practical opposition to any vice is the practice of
the opposite virtue. If I hate drunkenness, I hate everything that leads
to drunkenness. If I love a clean,
sober life, I will cultivate every
agency that makes for temperance,
and thus induce the practice of that
virtue in others. Temperance is one
of the great cardinal virtues. Total
abstinence is its heroic form. Every
soldier has his Hag; those who make
war on drunkenness unfurl the banner of totalabstinence. Every disease
has its remedy; according to the
very highest authority in the Catholic
Church, the " proper and truly efficacious remedy" for intemperance
is the practice of
TOTAL ABSTINENCE.

Do you not see the need of thus
making war on intemperance? Do
you not know how widespread an evil
it is?
What family is either without its
drunkard, or some one who is in
danger of falling into drinking habits ?
What neighborhood is without its
plague-spot
the saloon ? What
community without its steady stream
of horror, crime, and misery
?

DUE TO DRUNKENNESS

?

*

?

FOR

HOME

?

USE.

?x* ?
Our new Sick-Call Set contains all the religious
articles that are necessary during a visit of the priest,
together with instructions tor the family during the
visit.
Price, iv Morocco Cage, #3.50.

its member or members who are conspicuous for the practice of total
abstinence
Every neighborhood
fr<.e to any part of the United States on receipt
should have its band of valiant men ofSent
price. A- dress,
and women who protest publicly
against the vice of drunkenness.
Every community, civil and religious, 18 & 20 Essex St.. Boston,
should have its organized, permanent,
PUBLISHERS ANO BOOKSELLERS.
Agents wanted
and if needbe costly, crusade againsl
the saloon.
Courageous men and women are
everywhere needed to protest against Wanted in every County to establish a Corset Parlor
the sale of Or. NivhoK' Celebrated Spiral
drunkenness, and to labor to suppress for
Spring Corsets and Cawon. Wages #40 to
We furnish
per month and expenses
it. I have taken the pledge in order complete
stock on consignment; settlements monthly.
Sami'i.k Corsst fkek. Send iS cents postage
!#:-*
to be the better fitted to assist in this for sample and terms. S- S. Mfg Co., i*7K Caual
at., New York.
good work.
If you love

FLYNN & MAHONY,

A RELIABLE WOMAN

A HAFPY HOME,

be a practical total abstainer, for it is
the most efficacious means of showing
your detestation of the family's deadliest foe.
If you love the people of God, take
the pledge; for
DRUNKENNESS IS THE WORST ENEMY

the true faith has this day to contend
against.
If you have the good of society at
heart, touch not the intoxicating
glass ; for most of the evils we have
to deplore in our social and political
life are the progeny of this prolific
mother-vice intemperance.
Every element of Christianity in me
sharpens my anxiety for the welfare
of my brethren. The drunkardis my
brother; he needs
?

Whoever loves his fellow-man
with a practical love will do something to

SICK-GALL SETS

GOOD EXAMPLE

to reform ; I have made up my mind
to give it to him. I may be too poor

give money for the reform of
drunkards, but I can give what is

to

more preci ;us
a good example.
The family that cannot profit by a
total abstainer among its members is
hard to find. The parish that is not
greatly helped by a total abstinence
society is hard to find.
?

THE POWER OF DRINK.
A person who is addicted to drink
can promise you to give up everything except the habit of drink. I
heard, some time ago, a very pathetic
story, a true story, illustrative of this.
The story runneth thus
A bare room lighted only by the
moonbeams: a woman lay dying ; a
man kneeling by the bedside; he
said, " Let me light the lamp ; " but
the woman replied, "No, don't; let
us remain with the holy light which
comes from heaven, and in that holy
light I want you to make a promise.
You know I am dying."
" For God's sake, Grace, don't say
that; you know you are not dying.
Let me light the lamp."
And she laid her ice-cold hands
upon him and said, " Please don't
drive away the holy light. I want
you to make me a promise. You
know that I have been a faithful, un-

:

The pathway which leads from the
saloon to the poorhouse, from the complaining wife."
I know it," he »aid.
saloon to the jail, from the saloon to

"

?

Save Money on Groceries.
Orders Taksn in Jamaica Plain
Every Wednesday

H. E. Cobb & Co.,
p£"-

l:UI Washington Slrret, Boston.
Send Postal to call.

" Then you will make me a
promise ? "
" Yes ; I can make you any promise {jut one, and that I know you will
ask."
" Yes ; and it is that you will
never, never drink again."
"Grace, I cannot make that
promise. lam weak ;I am ruined ;
I have lost control over myself ; ask
for anything but this, and I will
swear to keep the promise."
Then putting her shrivelled hands
upon his head, she said, " Maurice,
then promise me that you will never
take a drink except when sitting beside my grave."
" Oh, Grace, this is unreasonable.
What a request; it is so awful! "
promised," she said,
" Butyouyouwould
that
keep any promise
"
except not to drink any more." And
putting her dying arms about his
neck, she pleaded and asked him to
make that promise, and he finally
said, I will."
"
And do you wish to know the
sequel? A nervous man walked
about the streets; the cold wind
howled ; the winter storm was raging ;
he heeded it not. He went into a
saloon, stood a moment as if struggling, then went out again into the
streets. He walked and walked for
hours, and the snowstorm ceased,
and the clouds passed away, and the
moon-beams fell upon a snow-drift.
And he again went into the saloon,
shuddering, and said, " Give me a
He then went
quart of whisky."
out to the cemetery and found a
grave apart from the others, and sat
down beside it in the snow, and took
from his pocket the bottle.
" Strange place to freeze to death,"
said the old sexton next morning, as
the sunshine fell upon the grave of
that faithful wife, and upon the dead
body of her drunkard husband.
Rev. H. Calmer, S. J.
?
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them ? If they existed they would
surely have been used in the Advertiser, instead of the ridiculous lot of
"opinions " from unknown Bostonians
and out-of-town nobodies. We be-

idea of the present government's negotiating with the Catholic party, but
equally of course, his horror is all
humbug. The Catholics of Germany
are as loyal citizens and subjects
lieve the plain truth to be that as the Empire holds, and no one
these expert opinions, unfavorable of sense in Germany, or in New York
to the statue, had no existence. We newspaper offices really doubts it.
have every reason to believe that the
real motives of the Art Commission
Has the Art Commission been
are such as will not bear the light. captured by the Committee of One
We believe that influences have been Hundred ?

brought to bear upon them too strong
for them to resist, and that they have
been made the tools and the victims
of such unworthy motives as religious
Enterad as second-class matter at the Boston Post bigotry, jealousy and unmanly spite.
Office, Dec. i, I*BB.
This is our firm conviction, drawn
from
our knowledge of the facts, and
Saturday, Oct. 1, 1892.
we may add that this conviction is
OUR OBJECT.
very general.
With the many thousands of citiTo lurnish sound, instructive and entertaining readzens, of all nationalities, all so deeply
ing for the Catholic Family.
To explain, illustrate and defend the doctrines, interested in the Columbus celebradevotions and practices of the Church.
tion, so publicly and strongly committed to it, the Art Commission
EDITORIAL NOTES.
would not have been justified in refusing any statue that was even
reasonably and passably good. The
OUR ANSWER.
Columbus statue is admittedly and
unquestionably ,a beautiful and
view
of
the
and
In
unjustifiable
Its rejection is an
worthy work.
high-handed action of the Art Comoutrage upon a very large body of
mission in rejecting the Buyens citizens.
statue of Columbus, offered to the
From all sides come announceCity by many citizens, The Sacred
of preparations by the Cathoments
Heart Review suggests that a
lics of New England for celebrating
piece of ground be purchased in a Columbus Day. In every town and
proper place in Boston and the city there will be parades, speeches,
statue erected thereon. This will be exercises by the parish-school chilan answer, d'gnified and complete, dren, and everything that can exto the bigo'ry and hostility which press the loyalty and enthusiasm of
will be a grand and
have endeavored to thwart the gener- our people. It
glorious day for America and for the
ous and patriotic purpose of the
Church upon this continent.
givers of the statue. For this purpose The Sacred Heart Review
Archbishop Vaughan, successor
now subscribes $500, and we invite
to Cardinal Manning, recently wrote,
farther subscriptions for the same in reference to gambling in England :
object.
It is to the best interests of the
country that the Legislature should
With regard to the refusal of the interfere as soon as possible to put
Columbus statue by the Boston Art down the evil of gambling before it
Commission, two or three things are overwhelms our people as a national
plain. In the first place, the statue vice." The warning may be rewas notrejected upon purely artistic peated with equal force in this coungrounds. This is as certain as any- try. The universal betting on
thing can be. The testimony as to horse races and ball matches, the
its merit and value as a work of art lottery and policy playing are inis too strong to be overlooked or creasing here at a rate which threatdenied.
ens to make us a nation of gamblers.
Again, the articles in the Advertiser meant but one thing
that the
Our list of prizes is a very temptCommission had determined to reone.
ing
Any enterprising young
ject the statue and wanted to prepare
should
be able to get enough
person
mind
for
its
action.
The
the public
difficulty, to secompliant Advertiser sent out report- subscribers, without
the
valuable prizes.
ers and scraped the town for unfavor- cure one of
able opinions, but could find no one
A New York paper scolds the
of reputation or ability to condemn
the statue. It therefore printed the Catholics of Germany for being ulopinions of a miscellaneous lot of tramontanes, or, as it says, showing
people who knew nothing about stat- more zeal for the Holy See than is
ues, and who must have been greatly shown in Rome or Italy. Uneasisurprised at seeing their crude utter- ness on their part is needless. Bisances in print. The Commissioners marck thinks or professes to think
then announce that they will not re- that his Catholic countrymen are not
ceive the statue. They have not good Germans, but this only since
seen it, but they have consulted he is out of power and has no farther
competent authorities." Now, where chance to make concessions to them
were the opinions of these competent in return for their support. Of
authorities when they most needed course he is horror-stricken at the
The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be offered
every week in St. John's Seminary, Brighton, tor the
spiritual and temporal welfare of our subscribers.

"

?

"

Under the name of the Christian

Alliance, some people have been
carrying on what they call religious
services at Old Orchard, Me. At a
" divine healing" service many
were anointed with oil, and one

this country a poor boy may work
his way up to wealth and power
but not if he drinks or is a slave to
tobacco. Success needs all the energy and all the brain-power, unclouded and undiminished, that the
?

young man possesses.

A father in one of our Massachusetts towns, whose son persisted
in reading silly and trashy books, one
day told him to bring a basket,
filled with apples. He directed the
boy to take out the apples and put
trash and chips in the basket till it
was half-full. " Now," said he, " put
the apples back into the basket."
The wondering boy obeyed, and
found, of course, that only half of
them would go in.
" See," said the
parent.
" Your mind is like the
basket. It will hold only so much.
If you fill it half-full of trash, you
cannot expect to find room for all
the learning and the worthy thoughts
that it would otherwise hold.'"

woman declared that the Lord had
cured the corns on her feet, while a
young man who is going as a missionary to Africa asserted that the
Lord had that morning healed him
of two mosquito bites. When men
and women stray away from true
religion into the by-paths of spiritism,
faith cure, new prophecy and other
We are glad to see that Brother
vagaries they seem to take leave of Maurelian, Manager of the World s
their senses very rapidly and comFair Catholic Educational Exhibit,
pletely.
and others interested in the Liberal
A Sunday-school teacherhas asked Arts exhibits have entered a deterpermission from the warden of the mined protest against the failure of
State prison at Auburn, N. V., to the Commissioners to allow them
give a nice new mattress" to sufficient space for a proper display.
Perry, the notorious train robber The manufacturers, who are in the
who is confined there. The mattress same building, have taken far more
was to be paid for out of her Sunday- than their share of their room and
school missionary fund. It is bad crowded the Liberal Arts into a misenough for such women to disgrace erably inadequate space. The Libthemselves and disgust others by eral Aits should hardly be asked,
their unnatural sentimentality and in this day and generation, to " take
hero-worship toward any criminal a back seat " in the presence of comwho happens to be sufficiently noto- mercial and money-making interests.
rious to attract their attention and The' Commissioners will probably
inflame their weak and silly imagin- put up a special building for the
ations. But they should, most em- petitioners.
phatically, not be permitted to teach
It is very amusing to see the
classes of boys in Sunday-school.
Churchman and other Episcopali 'n
That is the last place for them.
journals alluding to the Catholic
Church in America as the Italian
A ludicrous incident of the
Mission." If these journals were
cholera plague in Russia
yet less dignified and
decorous, one
is re- would be tempted to suspect a little
pathetic for its ignorance
lated of the town council of the spite in so petty
and childish a fling.
wealthy Russian city of Rostcff. Considering the origin and leanings
Having formed themselves into a sani- of the Protestant Episcopal Church
tary commission, they discussed at in the United States the retort
great length the measures to be taken
would be easy that it is itself disto guard against cholera.
They tinctly an English mission. But it
finally decided to appropriate 1,000 would be a pity to spoil their sport.
roubles to buy a new hearse for It amuses them, and certainly cannot
carrying corpses to the grave-yard hurt the Church.
This hearse was to be the most
gorgeous ever seen in the district,
with a sumptuous canopy, splendid
plumes of ostrich feathers, and silver ornaments, and it was to be for
the use of all, without distinction between rich and poor. Nothing was
VISIT ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC CEMETERY
said about getting rid of the mud
and filth for which Russian towns
are famous.

"

"

?
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An article about the habits of millionaires, which has been going the
rounds of the papers, is worth the attention of young men. Of nine of
the men whose names stand for enormous wealth and influence in our
country it is said that not one of
them uses tobacco and only two or

three ever touch ardent spirits.
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Clares that the Church and the Holy take care of his Church and the art, intelligence and intellectual acSee will have such a triumph that power founded on a rock shall never tivity. It
is well known that the
the whole world will be stupefied with fail. A hundred times have the
upper circles " of Middletown, N. Y.,
amazement, and that entire nations powers of darkness rejoiced and "
pass
their time exclusively in the
will return to the unity of the Roman wicked men sung pagans over the
Church. From hints and intimations
it is believed that the calamity will
be a three days' darkness in which
nothing will burn but blessed can
dies." That would indeed be very
striking. We learn from history,
and some of us are old enough to
know what an awful impression has
sometimes been made by a single
dark day, though those single days
were probably none of them so
" black " as will be those which are
predicted by the holy servant of God
of whom Father Edward speaks.
Of course the world will scoff,
infidels and agnostics who have no
faith in the supernatural may ridicule the idea. We need merely say
that as Catholics we are not required
to believe these prophecies as if they
were a part of the faith. But as firm
believers in the supernatural we do
believe in their possibility, and their
credibility will be in proportion to the
convincing nature of the evidence
produced of their genuineness. It is
looked upon as a strong confirmation
of the genuineness of the predictions
under consideration that they have
thus far been remarkably fulfilled.
When in the whole history of the
Church has the Pope been more entirely without human aid in any
quarter than at the present time?
He is still held in bondage by the

supposed destruction of the Papacy.
But in an unexpected moment the
providence of God interposed, the
whole face of things was changed
and the Pope restored to his original
power and place amid the universal
rejoicing of the people. What if
that Almighty Power, in view of the
present degeneracy of the world, and
to disp'ay his majesty and show
forth his mercy, shall so control the
forces of nature that the earth shall
b<i shrouded in a supernatural darkness till men shall be convinced that
there is indeed a just Sovereign in
heaven who will judge the world in
righteousness ?
The thought is indeed startling.
The time may soon come. No man
can say positively it will not come.
It will be an awful time; a time to try
men's souls. Blessed are they who
shall be fortified by a living, active
faith and a good Christian life.

is sustained and kept in countenance
by the triple alliance. Windhorst, the
grand champion of the Church and of
the temporal power of the Pope in
Germany, is dead, and there seems
to be no one to fill his place. The
German Catholics, if not in favor of
4. That this judgment would be followed the triple alliance, do not present a
by an era of peace and charity such as has foimidable front in opposition to it.
never been since the beginning of Christianity Meantime the Italian
usurpation
Distrusting the source from which is daily becoming more bold, outthese impressions came, this holy spoken and aggressive. Everything
man was assured, in the most positive possible under the circumstances is
manner, by a voice that could not be done to embarrass the Holy Father
mistaken, that those things would and cripple his influence and the
occur as had been made known to influence of the Church. Under the
him. To the question when these prompting of the infamous Masonic
things should come to pass the an- society which now controls the
swer was, "Brcsto, presto, presto!'' government and has sworn death to
that is " quickly ! " or " soon ! "
the Church, they would be glad to
Of course it is a deeply interesting drive the Holy Father from Rome.
question, what kind of a catastrophe Not content with robbing the nation
would be likely to fulfil theconditions and oppressing the people by unof bringing the people of the world heard-of exactions they have an
to the knees of penitence, convert- itching palm for the treasures of the
ing the multitudes to the Catholic Vatican and the numerous churches
Church and producing an era of- which have thus far escaped their
peace and charity such as the world cupidity. Where all this will end
has never witnessed. The conclusion who can foretell ?
is that it must be a supernatural deBut the point we are making is
something entirely that the Pope seems at the present
monstration
out of the natural course of things, time so helpless?so destitute of
such as war, famine, pestilence, etc. human aid. There is of course plenty
In continuing the discussion Father of sympathy for him throughout the
Edward alludes to some other pro- Catholic world but they are utterly
phecies of a kindred nature both of unable to bring human aid to his
Scripture and of the saints of God, support and defence. The political
especially of Venerable Anna Maria complications are unfavorable. The
Taige, whose beatification is now powers are leagued against him, his
pending at Rome. She made similiar life even is threatened.
prophecies and as her life by Edward
Now of this onething we Catholics
Healy Thompson assures us, dc- are fully convinced
God will

whole restrained and guided by a
judicial temper and a passion for the
truth. Within the short space of a
week all this has been upset by a
Boston morning paper. The paper
in question undertook to enlighten
the public as to the real merits of our
Columbus statue, and discarding the
time-honored and
old-fashioned
methods, it passed over the artists,
the sculptors, the professors, and with
great boldness proceeded upon its
own new plan. It sought and gave
to the world the opinion of a Merchant from Worcester," who first admitted that he knew nothing about
such matters and then cheerfully gave
his opinion as to the artistic merits
of the statue. Travelling men, a surburban clergyman, an instructor in
political economy, and a doctor, all
pronounced upon the statue; all
found fault with it, but all for different reasons; excepting when they
gave no reasons, but simply declared
that "they did'nt like it"? the acme
of intelligent criticism. A gentleman from Montpelier, Vt, was disappointed in the statue, but " could'nt
say just why."
The prize exponent of the new
school of art criticism, however, is
Mr. D. De. W. Schoonmoker of Middletown, N. Y. First, he has precisely the name for an art critic;
next, he comes from a great centre of

\u25a0ores, covering almost
the whole of one side of J&v!w&S%Siffimbk
Mrs Paisley,
my face, nearly to the
'
top of my head. Banning sores discharged
from both ears. My eyes were very bad, the
eyelids bo tore it was painful opening or
closing them. For nearly a year I was deaf.
I went to the hospital and had an operation
performed for the removal of a cataract from
one eye. One day my sister brought me

Hood's Sarsapari.la

which I took, and gradually

to feel better and stronger, and slowly the sores on my
eyes and in my ears healed. I can now hear
and seeas well as ever." Mrs. Ajiakda Paisley, 17G Lander Street, Hewbnlgh, N. Y.

HOOD'B PILLS cure ail Liver Ills, jaundice,
\u25a0lck headache, biliousness, 60ur stomach, nausea.

THE PROPHECY OF BERNARDO
MARIA CLAUSI.

Rev. Father Edmund, P. C. (formerly the Paulist Father Hill) contributed some time since to a Catholic
magazine an article entitled " A
Modern Prophecy." The predictions
of which he gives an account were
made in '836 and 1843 by the venerable servant of God, Father Bernardo Maria Clausi of the order of
Minims, the cause of whose beatification is now in progress at Rome,
and they are thus summed up :

"

THE NEW ART CRITICISM.

Up to the present time it has been
supposed that art criticism was a
1. That the state of things then prevalent
special and delicate function, to be
the troubles, to wit, of
(when he spoke)
See,
the Church and the Holy
would inrightly undertaken only by persons
crease instead of diminishing until at last
of peculiar natural aptitude and keen
there would be no human aid left in any
sensibilities,reinforced by study, wide
quarter.
2.
That when things should have come infamous Italian government, which observation and long experience, the
?

?

9

to the worst, God himself would take matters
in hand, and by a catastrophe compel the
whole world to acknowledge him.
3. That multitudes of the impious
would perish in this catastrophe, but many
others would be converted, faithful servants of God remaining uninjured.

?

?

"

discussion of the rival merits

of

Praxiteles and the unknown creator
of the Lille bust. Again, Mr. Schoonmoker took a lively interest in the
"
statue," (though his name has not
been observed upon the subscription
list,) andbest of all, he so far overcame his modesty as to make a suggestion, which, in so eminent a critic,
was very good of him. He thinks
that "the blank expression in the
face might be removed by cutting
irises in the eyeballs." This sounds
as if he had never seen a statue before
but that is hardly possib'e.
We suggest to the Boston Advertiser the founding of an institute for
the proper teaching of art criticism,
upon Washington street principles
?

:

?

President and Chief Lecturer, Mr. 1).
De W. Schoonmoker of Middletown, N. Y.
Vice-president, " A Gentleman from
Montpelier, Vt."
Assistants
t
" A Merchant from Worcester,"
" A Suburban Clergyman,"
" A Cambridge Physician,"
" An Artist, who desires that his
name shall not be mentioned."
?

The American ideas of equality,
publicity, free discussion, and regard
for the people are not in favor with
the Art Commission.
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asked Father
" Are youtheinclined,"
crowd, "to bear witOgilbi

LITTLE THINGS.

J. C. TALBOT,

GROCER,

'Tis a little thing to say, " You are kind,"
I love you, my dear," each night,
But it sends a thrill through the heart, 1 find,
For love is tender, as love is blind,
As we climb life's rugged height.

DORCHESTER,

"

Associates' Building, Milton.

other for love's caress,
We take, but we do not give;
It seems so easy some soul to bless,
But we dole love grudgingly,less and less,
Till 'tis bitter, and hard to live.

We
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starve each

THE ROSARY OF A JESUIT.
It was on the ioth of March, 1615,
when a religious of the Society of
Jesus ascended the scaffold in Glasgow. John Ogilbi was bis name, and
his great crime consisted in saying
that the spiritual power belonged to
the Pope and not to the king, who at
the time was James I. When he was
being led to the scaffold a Protestant
minister came up to him, and pretending great affection and concern, spoke
thus : "My dear Ogilbi, I feel sorry
for you and extremely regret your
obstinate resolution to endure such a
disgraceful death." Father Ogilbi,
pretending fear of the galrows, answered :
What can I do ? I am powerless
to prevent it. They declared me
guilty of high treason, and therefore
I must die."
High treason ! Nothing of the
kind," replied the Protestant.
Swear off your Papism and you
will at once be pardoned ; furthermore you will be overwhelmed with

"
"

"

favors."
are jjking ! "
" You
No;
" I am in earnest, and have a
right to speak thus, since the Protest-

archbishop sent me to offer you
his daughter in marriage, and for
dowry a rich prebend, if you decide
TELEPHONE 91S8.
to pass into our ranks."
With these words they arrived at
the scaffold.
DEALER IN
The Protestant insisted that the
Jesuit should consent to live. Father
Ogilbi replied that he was willing to
MILTON, MASS.
do so, if his honor would not be contaminated.
"I told you already," answered
the minister, that you will be loaded
with favors and honors."
" Well, then," answered Father
MILLS,
DORCHESTER LOWER
Ogilbi, "repeat your promise before
the crowd."
Boston, Mass.
With the greatest pleasure."
Hear me," shouted Father Ogilbi,
YOU
ANT BOOTS, SHOES, turning towards the people ; listen
or DRY GOODS, to the proposition made to me."
END YOUR WAY TO
And the Protestant minister spoke in
ENDEMUTH'S.
a loud voice:
ESTABLISHED,
I promise to Mr. Ogilbi life and
ARGEBT VARIETY,
the daughter of the archbishop in
OWEST PRICEB AT
marriage, with a dowry of a rich preOWER MILLS.
bend, provided he be willing to pass
over into our ranks."
ant
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Prescription Pharmacist,
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LON6EST
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The Catholics who were present
and witnessed the scene endured indescribableagony at the thought of
the great scandal which such an
apostasy would create in the whole
Church.
"In this case, then," continued
Father Ogilbi, I will not be prosecuted for high treason."
No," roared the crowd.
" My crime is therefore solely and
alone my religion ? "
" So it is, only your religion."
Father Ogilbi's eyes sparkled with
delight; a bright smile played upon
his lips. After a momentary silence
he said: " Very well, that is more
than I asked for. I am sentenced
to death only on account of my religion. For my religion f would give a
hundred lives if f had them. I have
only one take it, my religion you
shall never tear away from me."
The Catholics on hearing these
words rejoiced exceedingly; whilst
the Protestants were frantic with
rage. They were caught in their
own trap. The order was given to
the executioner to complete his task.
The executioner, with tears in his
eyes, begged pardon of the martyr,
who in return embraced him.
Before his hands were tied Father
Ogilbi loosened his rosary and flung
it into the crowd. It happened to
fall upon the breast of a young Cal
vinist, who was at that time travelling through Scotland, Baron John
Eckelsdorff, afterward governor of
Treves, and an intimate friend of
Archduke Leopold, brother of Ferdinand 111.
Years passed by. The governor
of Treves, already a decrepidold man,
When the rosary of
remarked :
Father Ogilbi struck my breast and
the eager Catholics snatched it before
I could take hold of it, I certainly
had no mind to change my religion ;
but those beads struck my heart, and
from that moment my interior peace
was gone, my conscience was
troubled, and frequently I asked myself : ' Why did those beads strike
me and no other person ?' That
thought haunted me for many years,
and left me no rest until I became a
Catholic. I ascribe my conversion
to this blessed rosary, which to-day
I would buy at any price, and which,
once in my posession, I would not
part with for anything on earth."

"

"

?

"

NEWMAN AND THE BUTCHER.
Father Lockhart, who was a friend
of Cardinal Newman, and was with
him at Oxford College many years
ago, tells an interesting anecdote,
showing Newman's influence over
others.
There was about him," says
Father Lockhart, a spiritual power,
an influence, or rather an effluence
of soul, the force of moral greatness,
which produced on some a feeling of

"

"

AT-

Hot Weather Prices.

from the scaffold.

A kiss of greeting is sweet and rare
After the toil of the day,
But it smooths tlw furrows out of the care,
And lines on the forehead, you once called fair,
In the years that have flown away.

1157 Washington Street,

HOTEL BLOCK,

ness, if

A good-bye kiss is a little thing,
With your hand on the door to go,
But it takes the venom out of the sting
Of a thoughtless word or a cruel Iling
That you made an hour ago.

Staple and Fancy

CONNECTING STORES,

of
it is necessary, to this propthat
you heard just now ? "
osition
Yes," roared the crowd, and
"
Father Ogilbi made ready to descend

EMMA P. SEABURY.
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awe in his presence." The story
goes that once, on a market day, the
upper end of High street was much
crowded with roughs, and the townsTown
people and the students
and Gown " were likely to come
into collision. Newman was walking
past All Saints' Church in the line
of march of a furiously drunken
butcher, who came up the street,
foul-mouthed and blasphemous.
When they were near together, Newman stood in his path. A college
man, who was a " muscular Christian " and the stroke-oar of his college boat, expecting violence, came
close behind the butcher and was
just making ready to knock him
down, when he saw the butcher stop
short. Newman was speaking to
him. "My friend," he said very
quietly, if you thought of the meaning of your words, you would not say
them." The savage was tamed on
the spot; he touched his hat, turned
round, and went back ?
Newman could do more by a few
words, says Father Lockhart, than
any one living. A college man had
been called up by Newman for some
matter, more or less serious.
What did he say to you ? some
one asked.
I don't know," was the reply ;
?

"

?

"

"

"
" but he looked at me."

"

The Sacred Heart review.
Our Irish Letter.
Commissioned by the Countess of
Aberdeen, Mr. Charles Lamb, of
the firm of J. & R. Lamb of New
York city, has sailed for the other
side to visit the Irish graystone quarries in Kilkenny, Ireland, to superintend the execution yoi a large Celtic
cross, which is to be one of the prominent architectural features of the
" Irish Village" at the Columbian
Exposition in Chicago.
This village is to be constructed
under the patronage of the Countess
of Aberdeen, who is greatly interested
in developing Irish industries. It
will be laid out in crooked streets and
alleys, where quaint houses and huts
will be erected. The market place
will be the most important part of
the village, and in its centre will be
placed the Celtic cross. In the market place, also, will be shown lace
making, wood carving, weaving and
kindred employments.
The cross will be made of the same
durable stone as that used in all the
recumbent tombs in the Kilkenny
Cathedral and many early Irish monuments and cairns. It is to be a reproduction of the Runic crosses prevalent in the ninth century, several of
which still remain in good preservation in Ireland and were originally
hewn from the Kilkenny quarries.
The cross proper will be fifteen feet
high, standing on a rough graystone
base five feet high. The arms of
the cross will be cut in high relief
with the curious interlaced pattern

s)mbolizing the eternity of things, a
marked characteristic of the Celtic
cross. On the outer edges of the
arms will be sculptured the cord like
ornamentation, representing strength
or bond of unity.
All the work on this cross will be
done by the Irish laborers and stonecutters.

The annual horse show in Dublin
this year was attended by great
crowds of people, the hotels and
lodging houses being over-crowded.
The horse show has nearly become
a national festival.
The country
has now an established reputation
for producing excellent hunters,
cavalry and carriage horses. Ireland supplies horses for the English, French and Austrian armies,
and many of the best steeple-chasers
in England are Irish bred horses.
The trade pays the breeders very
well, and brings a dealof money into
the country.

Franiciscans and Domincans were
singled out as especial victims in the
persecution, as they were fearless
and able men, separated by their
vows from the world and never
flinching in their devotion to their
The martyrdom of the
faith.
Dominican priest, Father Richard
Barry, in 1647, affords an edifying
example of the heroic devotion of
the Irish priesthood, as it also illustrates the savage cruelty of their
persecutors.
Father Barry was a
native of Cork, and at the time referred to was Prior of Cashel. When
the enemy were upon them Father
Barry urged his brethern to seek
safety by flight, but he refused to
leave his flock. The following account of his martyrdom is given by

:

/
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Barrister's Hall,
Portadown and the neighborhood
from Orange rowdyism.
For a
long time appeal was made to them
in vain, and the negligence exhibited was disgraceful. On the occasion of the opening of the Monaghan
Cathedral the Catholics going by
train to the ceremony were exposed
to unchecked Orange violence between
Richhill and Portadown,
though the Catholic authorities, remembering the disgraceful scenes
that attended the opening of Armagh
Cathedral, appealed for protection.
Recently a man named James
Mullen was beaten almost to death
returning from the Portadown market
and on the same evening a fish
dealer named Robinson was beaten
in the same neighborhood, by the
constituents of Colonel Sanderson.
It is time to stop this attempt of the'
Colonel's constituents to realise his
aspiration and " put their heels on
the necks" of their Catholic and
Nationalist neighbors. All decent
Protestants of every party unite in
denouncing such outrages as a disgrace to their name and cause. We
have no doubt the authorities will
have the support of all the respectable inhabitants of Portadown in
bringing the reign of terrorism to an
end.

Dominick A. Rosario. He says
" The Colonel who led the assault,
struck with his appearance (for he
was a grave and noble-looking man,
and held a sword in his hand), said
to him, I see you are a brave man,
and I promise you safety if you will
cast off that dress, which we hate
(he was in the habit of his Order),
for the terms of this war allow of no
mercy to those colors which excite
not our favor, but our rage.'
" The Father answered 'My
dress is the emblem of Christ and his
passion, and the banner of my warfare. I have borne it from my youth,
and will not put it off in death. Let
my safety or doom be that of the
emblem of my spiritual warfare.'
The Colonel answered : Be more
careful of yourself. If you fear not
to die, you shall soon have your
way ; but if you desire to live, cast
away the traitor's dress ; if you look
Nothing could be more satisfacfor the foolish vanity of martyrdom,
to lovers of the National sport
we will take care that you shall well tory
than the splendid turnout of the P.
earn it.'
W. Nally Memorial Tournament in
Since so excellent an occasion is
Clonturk
Park on Sunday, Sept. n.
offered me,' answered the Father,
The magnificent weather was a very
to suffer is my joy, and to die my
important element, and, in addition
gain.'
was a large and orderly crowd,
"Provoked at this answer, the Col- there
bands, and foot-ball and hurlseveral
onel gave the Father over to the soling such as have been seldom seen
diers, whostruck and spat on him ; then
even on this historic spot. A finer
tying him to a chair, they applied a
of young men than the Cork
body
slow fire from the soles of his feet to
and
hurling teams could
Kickham
his thighs for two hours, until, while
not
anywhere. We
produced
be
he looked up to heaven and the
prevent betting
know
it
is
difficult
to
blood bubbled from his pores, the
and we admit
meetings,
at athletic
officer ordered his death to be
much
defence for
that there is as
hasten d by driving a sword through
horse-racing.
betting on hurling as on
him."
There is a rule of the G. A. A., howThe Golden Jubilee of the Rev. ever, against betting at its meetings.
Brother Slattery, superior of the Some attempt should be made to
Christian Brothers in Limerick, was make the betting man hide his
celebrated in that city Sept. 10. The diminished head.
proceedings were characterised by the
The long-standing dispute between
utmost enthusiasm, and an address
Colonel
Hackett and his tenants in
of congratulation was presented on
has come to a close, and
Ballintotty
behalf of the pupils of the Sexton
has
victory
crowned the fidelity of
Street Schools. Brother Slattery,
the
tenants
to principle during the
during his fifty years' work as a memMr.
Joseph Gubbins will
struggle.
ber of the great teaching order of
be
restored
to
the
farm from which
the Christian Brothers, whose suche
been
Four other
had
evicted.
cesses at the recent Intermediate
a
bargain to
tenants
have
concluded
Examinations have been of so reat
the rate
holdings
their
purchase
markable a character, won the esteem
of
the
valupurchase
year's
of
of a wide and ever-increasing circle
ation.
of friends.
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three bishops and more than 300
Julius F. Newman's,
priests were put to death for the
185 Cambridge Street. East Cambridge.
faith. In 1641 the population of
Ireland was 1,466,000, of whom
1,240,000 were Catholics.
In 1659
the number was reduced to 500,000,50
that nearly a million people must
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Newsdealers, send in orders
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We are glad to see that the police
East Cambridge.
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occasionally. The remarkable brilliancy of the teeth of the Africans
There is one period in the devel- and Tndians is due to the eating of
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opment of a child which maiks the meat.
transition from absolute babyhood to

childhood. This is the teething
period, and with it come all sorts of
ailments and disorders which may
make a robust or a weak infant.
The irritation of the gums by the
outgrowing teeth produces a commotion in the system, and often leads to
spasms, bowel complaints, restlessness at night, and excessive crying,
as well as numerous other things.
In the course of events, as Nature
intended, there are two sets of teeth
to be grown. The first are commonly
called "milk teeth," and the second
" permanent teeth." Therjs are
twenty of the former, ard thirty-two
of the latter.
At about the seventh month the
stomach and eye teeth appear. They
do not come together, as a rule, but
varyings of one or two weeks are
usual. These, when complete, number four.
At any time following this, up to
the tenth month, you will get a tooth
on either side of those already grown,
which will make eight. Then from
twelve to fourteen months you will
get four back teeth, with a little
space left for the " dog teeth," which
sandwich in at from fourteen to
twenty months.
At the end of one and a half years
to three years the rear end of the line
milk teeth" presents itself.
of
This consists of four molars.
While all this is going on, the short
intervals being taken into consideration, the child's gums are being
constantly irritated. You can imagine how you might feel if some one
were tickling your ear with a straw
or a feather from the time you were
seven months old until you were three
years, and you will see what a baby
has to suffer.
The spasms, sleeplessness, and
cryings of the teething period may
be prevented in great measure by
following these suggestions Let your
teething infants bite a well-cooked
rind of bacon, fat, and all that goes
with it. Keep your finger-nails away
from baby's gums, and if you notice
any particular redness of the gums
let your physician say what is best.
You must always bear in mind the
fact that the first teeth are trying to
push their way through a tender little
piece of flesh, that this produces an
extreme irritation, and that you
should observe every change in the
condition of your baby's mouth, and,
lastly, if the simple directions should
not serve as a guide to you, to send
for your doctor.
The permanent teeth fill in from
six and a half up to thiiteen years,
and from seventeen years up you get
the wisdom teeth. As the first teeth
manifest a looseness take your child
to a dentist, and under no condition
attempt to extract the teeth yourself.
You should, and this is a parting
advice, use a tooth brush with the

"
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Frank H. Ingram, M. U.
PURE AIR.

Exercise, as well as pure air, helps
us in our constant struggle against
the poisons that we manufacture
within ourselves. It does this by
driving the blood charged with
oxygen, by means of the pressure of
the muscles called into play, more
thoroughlythrough the tissues; and
thus it would quicken the breaking
down of dead tissue into its safe and
final waste products (water, carbonic
acid, and urea), and shorten the
period during which the dead tissue
was passing through various dangerous forms which it temporarily
assumes. From this fact we may
infer that the man of sedentary life,
above all others, requires pure air.
In truth, pure air and exercise are
equal forces, acting in the same
direction. They both get rid of
waste, and with it the poisons in the
system which are depressing various
organs. We need not, therefore, be
surprised when we are told by Sir D.
Galton that after barracks were
better ventilated the rations of the
men had to be increased or by "the
pathetic story" of certain seamstresses whose workroom was ventilated, and who then begged that the
old state of things might be restored,
as their appetites had increased
beyond their earnings. Sir I) Galton
gives another experience, illustrating
the function of life.
A New York medical man rather
cruelly shut up some flies without
food, some in foul air, others in pure
air; the pure air being constantly
changed. To his surprise, the flies
in the pure air died first, these dying
from simple starvation; while the
flies in the foul air died from poison,
and with the tissue of their bodies
unexhausted, indicating how the
functions of life were carried on to
the last where oxygen was available,
but had been slowed and depressed
by the presence of the poison, so
that life was actually maintained
longer in the foul than in the pure

;
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Should Have It in The House*
Dropped on Sugar, Children Love
to take Johnson's Anodyne Liniment for Croup, Colds,
Sore Throat, Tonsiiitis, Colic, Cramps and Pains. Relieves bummer Complaints, Cuts, Bruises like magic.

THINK OF IT.

In use over <10 YEARS in one family.
Dr. I. S. Johnson & Co.?lt is sixty years since I fir«t
learned of your Johnson's AnodyneLimmrnt; for wn re
than forty years! have used it in my family. I regard
it as one of the best and safest family remedies that can
he found, used internal or external/in all cases. O. U.
Baptist Church, Bangor, Me.
INGALLS, Deacon
From Rheumatism, SeEv/ojru ftiiffar^i
t WUMCICI atica, Neuralpia, Nerl

t

vous Headache, Diphtheria Coui*hs, Catarrh, Bronchitis,
Asthma, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea, lameness, Soiem as
in Body or Limbs, Stiff Joints or Strains, will and in
this old Anodyne relief and Speedy curt;. Pamphlet
free. Sold everywhere. Price ,T> cts., by mail. 6 bottles,
Express paid, $2. 1. S. JOHNSON *& CO., Boston, Mass.

trying to touch The backs; at first it
will seem impossible, but after a few
days' practice it can be done.
Do this from twenty-five to fifty
times. Then raise the aims above
the head to the utmost, with the
palms outward; and then lean slowly
forward, keeping the knees perfec ly
straight and try to touch the ground
with the fingers. This, too, requires
practice at first, but can be done after
a while. Then raise the arms gradually to the first position and repeat
the movement twenty-five to fifty
times. At night go through the same
movements. This simple little exercise, if persisted in, will prove to be
of incalculable benefit.

T. H. LANE & CO.,
Successors to
CO.,
*
East Cambridge.

GEO. E. BRINE

473 Cambridge St,
M

?

We are closing out th" entire Rtock
of SKO. It. BlilKK & CO at
such

LOW PRICES
as will ensure i*»

immediate sale, preliminary to putting In an entirely new
stork.

T. H. LANE & CO.

P. G. McDERMOTT,

TEACHER OF MUSIC,
81 THORNDIKK STREET.
Twenty lessons, two lessons per week,
15; twenty lessons, one lesson per week. ten.
Pnitinn fen fn aH-vanec*

Terms:

JAMES BOLGER,

Horse Sboer,
Palmer Street,
Cambridge.

Or. Robert's Patent Hoof Expander
Telephone connections.

We

osti

THE CAMBRIDGE NATIONAL
BANK.
Organized June, 1864.

HOW TO DEVELOP THE CHEST.

Capital, $100,000.00.

An eminent physician has said that
if the following three simple movements are executed vigorously every
Daniel R. Sortwell, President.
day for twenty minutes, the effect in
John C. Bullard, Cashier.
a year's time will be very apparent.
Directors ;
Before going down to, breakfast open
Sortwell,
Daniel R.
wide the window, and for ten minutes
Joseph H. Tyler,
go through the following exercises
Charles J. Adams,
Thomas Cunningham,
First, stand perfectly straight, with
Alvin F. Sortwell..
heels together, and inflate the lungs
Gustavus Goepper,
with the pure morning air, drawing
John C. Bullard.
in the breath while fifteen is being
A fettered banking business transacted.
counted, and expellingit in the same
way; repeat this eight or ten times.
for a few inThen bring the arms forward at full
dustrious, reliable Catholics willing to travel short
length with the palms together, and distances. Apply with references to
BENZIGER BROS..
then throw them vigorously back,
36 and 38 Barclay street, New York City.
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the physical health of the individual.
Sallowness, redness and swelling will
probably have their root in indigestion, or in bad circulation, and any
blood or skin trouble will manifest itself at once. It is quite needless to
You believe in pure food; say that the treatment for these eviyou buy the best flour, the dences must be given by a physician
best eggs, the best sugar, and that it is quite impossible and
yet you have not tried the unwise for a cure to be attempted in
best baking powder unless any other way. The sallowness of
you have used Cleveland's. diseaseis a very different thing, howBut do not take our word ever, from the discolorations of tan
for it. Judge for yourself, or stain, which yield quickly to extry a can of Cleveland's, and ternal applications ; ard a very usual
be sure to use a little less cause of red hands and swelling may
than you have been accusbe looked for not only in organic
tomed to of others, for troubles, but in the wearing of tight
Cleveland's is the strongest gloves, or, in days past, in that hidAsk your grocer f or tne Cleveland CookBook,
eous decree of fashion, the skin-tight
400 recipes, free. If he hasn't a copy send stamp
and address to
sleeve.
Cleveland BakingPowder Co., New Xork.
As a rule, for washing the hands
neither very hot nor very cold water
should be used, though there may, of
IN THIS END
KNOX'S
course, be occasional necessity for
COLORED GELATINE
fancy°jellies Sparkling Gelatine the use of either. Tepid water
should be the usual immersion. To
Our new package. Just soften the water a few drops of amY/nnYP
\A. I/v/yvN 111 out with both white and
LVi>
@/ :J:i;i! rose gelatine in. With it monia, or a small quantity of borax,
ppAßKhli\(p I you can make either plain may be added. A convenient way
J
0 11 |~ii; or fancy desserts as you
wish
Has no odor or in which to use the latter is to make
\ |ij ; taste. Is recommended by a solution of borax and water which
*- \ |V A J
most intelligent teachr>
' "f fii ihe
Wl; ers of cookery for its purity. can be kept in a bottle and added a
uELlATlNu
C.B.K NOX, I Costs no more than the old few drops at a time, to the bathing
acKige
JOHHSTOWN. NEWIOPK _j}> !'
water. Many people find this method
Your Grocer should kf«p it.
THETUR EST MADE
more neat than keeping the borax in
powder form about the washstand.
FOB OVEK FIFTY TEARS
An OLD and WELL TRIED REMEDY, For whitening and softening the
MK>». WINMLOWS SOOTHING SVRITP skin there are numerous applications
has been used for over FIFTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN which bear the testimony of wideWHILE TEE THING with PERt ECT SUCCESS.
IT SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS, spread use.
Probably the most
ALLAYS all PAiN; CURES WIND COLIC, and
is the best remedy for 1)1 ARRHCEA. Sold by Drugtried
of these is almond
generally
gists in every part of the world. Be sure and ask for
which
can
be obtained at any
paste,
MRS. WINSLOWS SOOTHING SYRUP,
large
KIND.
or
pharmacy,
easily be manuTAKE
NO
OTHER
AND
a Bottle.
Twenty-Aye Centß
factured at home. A good recipe
is the following
Take two ounces
The Housewife.
each of bitter and sweet almonds,
pound to a paste, and add half an
THE CARE OF THE HANDS.
ounce of oil of almonds, half an
ounce of finely cut Castile soap, and
A very good story is told of a dis- a few drops of oil of bergamot.
tinguished American preacher who Cold cream, glycerine and vaseline
on a certain occasion seeing a are
the other most successful appliwoman whose jeweled hands betrayed cations, having the inestimable adthat absence of care which is made vantages of purity and simplicity in
evident by grimy skin and ragged their ingredients. There are a few
fingernails, exclaimed to a friend people to whose skin glycerine proves
close by:
irritating instead of soothing, but I

"if

-

-

:

I looked at her hands, and I looked at her rings,
And I thoughtof the eternal fitness of things.

fitness of things," is that
for which women with any love of
cleanliness and daintiness should
strive in their personal habits, and
where is its absence more unpleasantly betrayed than in such a case as
that described by the preacher-poet ?
This article on the care of the
hands is intended to give a little practical assistance and advice to the
woman who aims for the daintiness
and beauty with which hands and
fingers repay the energy expended
upon them.
Professional manicures abound
who, for slight charges, will, either
at their offices or in your own home,
undertake this care of the hands, but
thereis no occasion for their employment. A little systematic treatment
on your own part is quite as efficacious. The hands show, as rapidly
as any other part of the body, not
only the care expended on them, but

This

"

have rarely known a case where, if
the glycerine was sufficiently diluted
with rose water, this irritation continued. For removing stains nothing is safer or more efficacious than
lemon juice. Oil of vitriol, oxalic
acid and cyanide of potassium, which
are so often recommended for this
purpose, are, it is true, successful in
their agency, but they are such
dangerous poisons that any indiscriminate use of them cannot be too
strongly condemned.
Rub the hands with a piece of
lemon before washing. This will
remove almost any stain and will aid
in the whitening process. A nail
brush, not too harsh, should always
be used, and a piece of pumice stone,
which is indispensable, will rub
down the hardened places that so
often form on the fingers, but both
the nail brush and pumice stone
should be used carefully and gently.

For manicuring,

articles are, besides a moderately soft
nail brush, a piece of pumice stone,
a pair of small, curved scissors, a
good file, a small piece of emery
board made specially for manicure
purposes and a good knife, of not
too great sharpness. Use good tools
or none at all, as great harm can be
done by dull or poor instruments
The nails should be filed and not cut
with scissors, as by so doing they
assume a much better shape and are
not apt to break. When filing, give
the nail a round, oval shape without
bringing to a point, after which
smooth the edge with a piece of
emery board. The cuticle around
the nail should be softened by holding in water in which a piece of soap
has been dissolved, after which the
cuticle should be carefully loosened
from around the nail with your knife,
which, let it be remembered, must
not be too sharp. By doing this
regularly, the crescent or half moon
at the base of the nail will be preserved. Cut away any rough pieces
of skin that may arise from the
loosening.
Too much cannot be said against
the habit of biting the nails, which
so many people allow themselves to
acquire. While this habit is encouraged and practiced nothing can be
done to improve the nails; it not
only retards growth, but if encouraged for any length of time will
cause the finger tip to have a broad,
clumsy and equally unadmirable
appearance. Hang-nails in the
corners must not be torn out, as is
so often done, but carefully cut away
with the scissors, otherwise they will
become very sore and inflamed and
take a long time to heal. Always
when drying the hands rub the cuticle
(the crescent) gently back with the
towel. In this way it will have little
chance to adhere to the nail again
A good way to remove the dirt from
under the nails is by a bit of cotton
on the end of an orange-wood stick.
The nails should, if possible, be
polished daily, as it not only beautifies them but will keep them smooth
and clear and sometimes prevent the
ridges which are so disfiguring. Rosaline should be used to give a little
color, and must be well rubbed in
with the polisher and some tinted
powder, after which, to take away
the red appearance, a second application of rosaline should be used
without powder or polisher, simply
with the palm of the hand; this
finished, the nails will have a pretty
shell-like tint.

ESTABLISHED 1F42."
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POT UP EXPRESSLY

FOR
USE
FAMILY
in
and
lb. pails,
3, 5,
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also

PURE LARD
the tierce, barrel, half barrels and tubs; is

by
for sale by every iirst-class grocer and provision dealer?all lard rendered by us is free
from all Cotton Seed Oil, Tallow, Suet, and
other adulterations so commonly used, and
WARRANTED STRICTLY PURE. None genu-

ine without our name stamped upon the
package.

John P. Squire & Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

INCORPORATED

1892.

PHILADELPHIAMAN found ft dollar
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*
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3"JJ Washington Sitr.et, Buxton, Haw

is widely known in this country, recently took pains to analyze a number of cigarettes produced by the
best factories, and, after doing so,
gave utterance to the following re-

marks:
There are five ingredients
in every cigarette, each one of which
is calculated to destroy human life.
First, there is the oil of tobacco ;
second, the oil in the imported paper,
which is nearly as destructive; third,
the arsenic introduced to make the
paper burn white and add a peculiar
flavor ; fourth, the saltpetre put in
the tobacco to prevent it from
moulding; and, finally, the opium
that is sprayed on the tobacco to
give it the insidious influence which
it possesses over the brain. Can
you wonder that the animal life of a
young man is killed with such a
disease ?
In the cigar or pipe we
have but one poison, nicotine,
but it is not inhaled."

"
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Patronize our advertisers.

CATHOLIC BOOKS
) AND (

RELIGIOUS GOODS.
Largs and Well Selected Stock.
Low Prices.

THOMAS B. NOONAN & CO.,
Publishers, Booksellers, and
in Church Goods.

Dealers

17, 19, and 21 Bolyston Street
Boston, Man.

A Trilling IHffeience in price, perhaps.

But you will be willing to pay it
for the real difference in quality between other " just as-good," and the
"FERRIS" DELICIOUS HAMS.
MARION.

CIGARETTES

DESTROY

LIFE.

Young men and boys who smoke
cigarettes will do well to consider
what sort of poison they are inhaling
when they draw into their lungs the
smoke from one of these articles.
the necessary A leading chemist, one whose name

Pollard Synthetic Method
?
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Teaching Reading, and Spelling.
What People Say of It:

"Every morning when I see those eager, smiling
faces, I am led to say, 'God bless Mrs. Pollard for

what she ha« done for little children.' Your method
has been used in all our schools in this city during
the past two years. It is also used in all our schools
East and West. We use your First, Second, and
Third Readers that the pupils of all grades may be
benefitted by your Method."
SISTHRS OF THE HoLY CHILD JeSUS.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pollard's Manual, the teacher's hand-book, sent postpaid for $1.09.

WESTERN PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Pontiac Building:,

- -

Chicago, HI.
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device is doing as much work with
one ton of coal as it formerly did with
There are 39,3(57 Catholic fami- ten tons. The problem of how to
make use of the vast amount of
lies in the State of Connecticut.
steam everywhere blown off into the
To any one sending us THREE new subscribers and three dollars we shall mail, postpaid:
The postoffice opened its doors in air after doing certainwork, has long The Pious Treasury of the Sacred Heart. 24010. A New Manual of Catholic Devotion.
Printed from the Irish edition.
Paris, in 1492 ; in England, 1581 ; occupied engineers, and its thorough
The most complete Prayer Book of the size ever published. Comprising, in a compact form, but in
solution
would
be
worth
milmany
in America, 1710.
good large, clear print, all the principal Devotions selected from the most approved sources. Among the
lions of dollars, in many ways.
contents may be found Devotions for Mass in four different forms. The mo§t approved Devotions to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, Devotions to the Blessed Virgin, Rosary of the Blessed Virgin, Stations of the Cross,
In England one person in every
the Psalter of Jesus, Novenas, etc., in a handy, convenient size for either man or woman. French morocco.
thirty-nine is a pauper; in America One of the strange effects of div- Full Gilt, Nickel Plated Rims and Clasp, Tinted Paper. $1.75.
the rate is one person in every 680. ing, as recounted by an Australian
To any one sending us FIVE new subscribers and five dollars, we shall mail, postpaid:?
pearl diver, is the invariable bad
Chateaubriand's Genius of Christianity; or, The Spirit and Beauty of the Christian Religion.
A Kansas woman is making a temper felt while working at the
With a fine Steel Portrait of Chateaubriand. Demy Bvo. Cloth. $2.50.
A Book for every Catholic family. Itshould be read by all.
table which is to be inlaid with bottom of the sea; and, as this
specimens of each of the various usually passes away as soon as the
To any one sending us TWELVE new subscribers and twelve dollars we shall mail, postpaid, A
woods found in the State for exhibi- surface is reached, it may be supposed Catholic Dictionary. Containing
some account of the Doctrine, Rites, Ceremonies, Councils, and
Religious Orders of the Catholic Church. Edited by Thomas Arnold, M.A., Fellow of the Royal Univertion at the World's Fair.
to be due to the pressure of air in
sity of Ireland. Sixth edition revised with additions. Svo. Cloth. $5,00. One of the most remarkable
side the dress, affecting the lungs
and useful books of the present time.
are
A
Few persons
aware that the hu- and through them the brain.
man body falls asleep by degrees. A diver often becomes so angry at some
To any one sending us TWENTY-FIVE new subscribers and twenty-five dollars we shall mail, postpaid,
French physiologist conceives that imaginary wrongdoing on the part Works of Most Rev. Archbishop Spalding*. Comprising Reviews, Essays, and Lectures on
Historical, Theological, and miscellaneous subjects. Bvo. Cloth.
the sense of sight sleeps first, then of those in the boat above that he The History of the Protestant Reformation in Germany, Switzerland, England, Ireland, Scotland, The Netherlands, France, and Northern Europe Bvo. Cloth.
Ihe sense of taste, next the sense of gives the signal to be pulled up,
Lectures on the Evidences of Catholicity. Bvo. Cloth.
smell, next that of hearing, and
with the intention of knocking the The Complete Set, in 5 vols., Bvo, fine edition, cloth, extra, with appropriate back and side stamps, put up
in neat box. #13.00.
heads off the entire crew," only to
lastly that of touch.
forget what he came up for when the
To any one sending us THIRTYnew subscribers and thirty dollars we shall mail, postpaid,
As an indication of thrift among surface is reached.
Gerald Griffin's Works. Comprising: The Collegians, Card Drawing, Hollandtide, The Rivals, Talea
the working classes of France it is
of a Jury Room, Duke of Monmouth, Tales of the Five Senses and Night at Sea, Poems, Invasion, Life
by his Brother.
Complete sets in boxes, 10 vols., cloth, #15.00.
that
there
are
now
six
million
Many
stated
stamps attain a fictitious
depositors in the French savings value on account of some accident in
To any one sending us FORTY new subscribers and forty dollars we shall mail, postpaid,
banks, with an accumulated fund of their printing or publication. The
Father Faber's Celebrated Works. Comprising: All for Jesus, Bethlehem, Blessed Sacrament,
not less than £112,000,000, or say, story is told that on one occasion a
Creator and Creature, Foot of the Cross, Growth in Holiness, Hymns, Notes on Doctrinal and Spiritual
Subjects(2 vols.), Life and Letters, Precious Blood, Poems, Spiritual Conferences. Complete sets, 13
five hundred and sixty million dol- number of stamps were sent into
vols. Inbox. Cloth, #19.50.
lars.
Wales without the customary perforation. They were of the penny
To any one sending ua EIGHT HUNDRED new subscribers and eight hundred dollars we shall giv
A device has just been patented
brick variety, common enough in all
A SCHOLARSHIP IN BOSTON COLLEGE,
to be used in signaling along a length conscience,
but it is said because the comprising a complete classical and philosophical course of seven years.
hose.
Wires
are
in
of fire
carried
240 of them which composed the
the hose and insulated therefrom, so
prized pound's worth were the only
To any one sending ua TWENTY-FIVE HUNDRED new subscribers and twenty-fivehundred dollars
that by making battery connections
specimens ever sent out in such a we shall give
a fireman from one end of a line can
A SCHOLARSHIP IN ST. CHARLES COLLEGE,
manner they are now worth ten dolincludinga full classical course and board for six years; or
send signals to the other without
lars each, and the same queer enleaving his post.
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS IN GOLD.
thusiasm exists in France, where the
An electric railway is proposed be- stamps used in connection with the
We deliver prizes free, by mail or express.
Money should be sent by Post Office Order, by express or check, not by Postal Note.
balloon
of
the
war
of
1870
post
great
and
tween Antwerp
Brussels, and a
The new subscribers must not be members of families already taking the paper.
demand for a concession to construct are considered worth their weight in
Names and money should be sent as soon as received, and the canvasser will receive credit
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the line is now before the Belgian gold.
government. The average time ocHOW A CHICKEN GROWS.
cupied in making the journey by rail
at present is one hour, and it is
A French scientist who removed
expected this could be reduced by
the
shell on either side of an egg,
installationof
an electric system
the
in patches about the size of the
to twenty-five minutes.
diameterof a pea, without injuring
membrane, carefully fitting the
The word "calico" has a queer the
origin. Many centuries ago the first openings with bits of glass, tells us
monarch of the province of Malabar what he saw, going on inside the
gave to one of his chiefs as a reward egg during the period of incubation.
for distinguished service his sword He put the egg in an incubator reclock-work once every
and all the laud within the limit of volviug by
hour,
so that he had the opportunity
which a cock crowing at a certain
temple could be heard. From this of looking through the egg and notoil
the inside,
circumstance the little town which ing the changes
change
was observed
grew up in the centre of this terri- hourly. No
twelfth hour, when
until
after
the
was
called
Cailcodal,
or the
tory
cock crowing." Afterward it was certain lineaments of the head and
called Calicut, and from this place body were noticed. The heart
the first cotton goods were imported seemed to beat at the end of the
in fortyinto England, bearing the name twenty-fourth hour, and
eight hours two vessels of blood were
calico.
seen, the pulsations being also visiBritish papers state that an en- ble. An auricle of the heart, regineer living in Glasgow has lately sembling a noose folded down upon
completed, after nineteen years' ex- itself, appeared.
Wings could be
perimenting, a device for steam distinguished at the end of seventy
engines by which all steam is re- hours, and also two bubbles for the
turned back to the boiler after doing brain, one for a bill, and two others
its work in the cylinders. In several for the front part and back part of
cases, it is said, he has installed his the head.
On the sixth day the
engine and it is at work with extra- liver could be seen. The first volunordinary results. In one case, in a tary motion was observed at the end
textile factory, the engine with his of one hundred and thirty-one hours.

"
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In one hundred and thirty-eight
hours the lungs and stomach were
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four times, the eyes appeared; and
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when three
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hours had lapsed, the bill opened
and closed frequently, as if the chick
were gasping for breath. From that
time he grewrapidly, and " chipped "
64 State Street,
his bulls-eyed shell at the proper
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is an invaluable member of society.
And he cannot do this simply from
RIGHT DOING SECURES SUCCESS. the
motive of self-interest. It is the
result of something more than intelli-

The policy of right doing cannot
be doubted. Every intelligent man
and woman must see that in nearly
every instance it pays richly and fully
for whatever labor or self-sacrifice it
may involve, and in the few cases
where they cannot see this result
WORK.
most of them have sufficient faith in
law to trust it. Yet, if this be
Lawrence. the
Cross
the only motive in action, it cannot
be called right doing .in the best
\u25a0
In the NATIONAL
MATURITY
sense. That which is done solely
IHOII TO LIFE
INSURANCE CO.,
from the hope of gain or advantage
WASHINGTON, D.C.
?
LIFE INSURANCE AT LOWEST COST, cannot be of the highest type.
IMMEDIATE BENEFIT AND OTHEK
The habit of doing what we have
LIBERAL FEATURES.
to do as well, as thoroughly, and as
MAURICE HENNESSEY, District Manager,
speedily as possible, without immediLawrence, Mass.
637 Essex Street,
ate reference to its probable or possible effects upon ourselves, is one
which would of itself secure at once
AT ?'
the best success for ourselves and
greatest good of the community.
the
J. E PRESCOTT'S,
It
would
settle many vexed questions
Lawrence, Mass.
348 Broadway,
and solve many knotty problems.
Wood and Coal of all kinds.
Instead of this, the common course
is to consider closely the comparative benefit that is likely to accrue to
)MIVTEnOIAL
us in return. There are all degrees
of this calculation, from the strictly
just to the grossly selfish. One man
H.A.WUEIVOE, M.A.SS.,
tries to estimate the true worth of
KNOWLEDGE
IMPARTS MORE PRACTICAL
in a given time, than can be obtained at any other his labor, and performs it accordingly;
school in this country.
another gives as little work and
OIROULARB SENT UPON APPLICATION TO
O. CLABK CANNON. Prin.
secures as large returns as possible,
and between these there is every
shade. But in all such reckonings
there is one important element left
out.
No one can count up the
IO
$5
of the labor which is both
value
NO CHARGE KOR EXTRACTING.
and conscientious. Even
generous
Every set warranted to be the same teeth that
other dentists ask $15 and $18 for, and every set its money value can never be calcudone
All
work
at

?

Street,

128

- -

?

llwUlu

ARCHIBALD'S WHEEL WOOD
?

ANNON'S

OLLEGE,

TEETH.

A SET.

TO

warranted to fit.
other dental
equally low rates. Teeth extracted without pain by
our new meth'.d. Teeth filled with gold by
No pain. All work warranted. DR JOSHUA K.
BICKELL & SON, Painless Dentists, comer
Franklin and Essex streets, Lawrence. 30 years'
experience.

Don't forget to go to

ADAMS & LINCOLN
For your

Dry Goods,
Small Wares.
Gents' Furnishing Goods,

lated.

The youth who enters business,
determined to do all that comes to
his hands as well and as quickly as
he can, who is anxious to learn
and anxious to please, who
never measures his labor by his
wages, but freely gives all the work
and the best work in his power, is
vastly more valuable than the one
who is always bearing in mind the
small pay he is receiving, and fearing that he should give too much in
return.

So the mechanic or the

clerk who, beyond his stated salary,
beyond even his obligations to his
and
Children's
Misses'
Boys' Waists,
employer or the demands which
Caps, Babies' Bonnets,
public opinion could make upon
Children's school hose, fast black, only 10c. a pair. him, exerts himself to make his work
Extra heavy "
IS and 25c. a pair. as perfect as he can, and delights in
"
Also a nice line of Children's

White and Gingham Tires
Only 25 cents.
Agent, for Laundry Work.

98,207,473 Cambridge St.
East Cambridge. Mau

him, and will do his best at all times,

gence and foresight; it is conscience,
vitalizing every detail of labor, and
raising it to its highest pitch of
excellence. Confectioners'' Journal.
?

THE BISHOP AND THE ROBBER.
Cardinal Theodoli, the Intendant
of St. Peter's at Rome, who has just
died, led, for the most part, a life of
clerical tranquillity; but he was fond
of narrating one thrilling adventure.
It was in 1874. Monsignor Theodoli
was spending a quiet holiday at the
Abbey of Trivulsi, near Frosinone.
While reposing under a chestnut
tree in a neighboring wood one afternoon, he was captured by bandits
and carried cff to the mountain-top.
His servant, who came in search of
him, shared a like fate. In the
morning the chief approached the
Bishop respectfully, and with many
apologies for the necessity which he
was under, informed him that they
which his servant
required
could bring back, and then he would
be set at liberty.
There was no help for it. The
servant was sent and returned. The
captive was freed, and the brigands

AMERICAN AND GERMAN

GROCERIES,
562 CAMBRIDGE STREET,
Corner Seventh.

On the one hand there's
$500 in cash; on the other,
tiiere's a cure for your Catarrh. Oue of these two things
has get to come to you?that's
promised and agreed by the
proprietors of Dr. Sage's Ca-

KraS

TggT

?R

But, do you think they'd
make any such promise if they
weren't sure that you'd be
That has come to
< ure<l

M\ Jm
\u25a0gjyß
\u25a0 through this Reme\u25a0u| UW thousands,
dy, when everything else has
aA\ failed,
by its "mild, soothing,
afPHHV
cleansing and healing properJB
S
ties,
Bfc BMJH
the worst chronic cases of

'

I

Catarrh in the Head have been
perfectly and permanently

BBsJBW
TB
MY

That's the reason they're
willing to take such a risk.
This is what they say, clearly
and plainly: "If we can't cure
your Catarrh, no matter how
bad your case or of how long
standing, we'll pay you $500
in cash." If they have faith
enough to say that, isn't it safe
f. .r you to have a little faith,

wjg

jfß

JK

hereby certify that A. B. has been
my gardener for over two years, and
during that time he has got more out
of my garden than any man I ever

employed."
She.? Do humorists often make
jokes at their own expense ?
CelebratedHumorist.?The first
two or three thousand are at their
own expense. After that they get

paid for them or give it up.
I don't un" There'ssaidonelittlething
Harry
derstand,"
" that's
why good tasting things like pie
?

make me sick, while bad tasting
things like medicine make me well.
implored his pardon, saying misery
ought to be the other way."
had driven them to their mode of It
life, and protesting that they were
Jones. You have no politeness at
good Catholics. The heart of the
all. My wife fell in the street the
Bishop was softened. He gave them
other day, and although you were
his blessing.
quite near her you didn't offer to asThe chief seized his hand and
sist her.
kissed it fervently, but in doing so
Smith.? Well, you see, lam too
he contrived to abstract the pastoral
honest. I make it a point never to
ring. In justice, though, it should
pick up anything that doesn't belong
be said that about a year later, as
to me.
the Bishop was one day crossing the
bridge of St. Angelo from St. Peter's,
You keep dictionaries, I supan individual unknown to him thrust pose ? he said in response to the
a packet into his hand. It contained clerk's polite inquiry as to what he
the ring.
wished.
Yes, sir. We have all of them.
Good manners is the art of makIs there any special dictionary you
ing those people easy with whom we
would like to look at ?
converse.
You have all kinds, you say ?
Many a young man who works
Yes, sir."
hard during the day allows his hands
Then you may show me the
to go to waste during the evening.
bright lexicon of youth which has no
such word as fail."
The physician," says Brown, "is
the man who tells you that you need
Advertisers should secure space
change and then takes all you have." in our grand " Columbus Day
Number. Thirty-six pages. Edi"Why do birds in their little nests tion of 100,000 copies.
agree?" asked the pretty schoolma'am of Freddy Fangle.
When you are in Salem don't forCause they'd fall out, if they get to visit Haswell's Studio, 62
Washington street. You will be surdidn't," Freddy replied.
prised when you examine his workmanship. His Crayons, Pastels and
If we delay until to-morrow what Oil Paintings are second to none.
we ought to do to-day, we overcharge
the morrow with a burden which belongs not to it; we load the wheels
of Time and prevent their carrying
us along smoothly. Blair.
?

"

"

"

"

"
"
"

"

"

"

thoroughness and excellence,
benefit it can
render him, has a value which can
"'
never be computed. It matters not
what the work be, whether it be done
with the spade of the laborer, the
pen of the clerk, the brush of the
artist, or the voice of the statesman.
Such people are sought far and wide ;
there are places always open to them,
and their services are always at a
PATRICK FINLEY,
premium. Talents and skill tell for
18
Berkshire Street, CambridgeportA gentleman lately dismissed a
much, but conscience in work tells for
more He whose integrity is un- clever but dishonest gardener. For
J. CALLAHAN,
questionable, who can be trusted far the sake of his wife and family, how- HACKS TO
LET.
and wide, who will work equally well ever, he gave the man a character,
?87 C»*brU«e StrMt, C»mbri«i.p»rt,
its

apart from any private

?

PH. BRAUIM,
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alone as when every eye is upon and this is how he worded it:"I

Hacks to
\u25a0ear

the railroad

let.

craning.
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Instructions.

THE SACRAMENT OF EXTREME
UNCTION.
ITNWHAREDGRACE.

The effects produced by this
sacrament are of a twofoldcharacter,

on the body and the soul. As many
of those sick persons who were
anointed by the Apostles were
healed, so this is often the effect of
this sacrament now
that those
who receive it obtain fresh force and
vigor, and recover from their illness
But all are appointed to die at last,
frven those healed by our Lord's own
touch ; and if the appointed hour
has come in which we too, like them,
are to pass out of this world, this
sacrament gives the strength and
support we stand in need of in our
passage out of this life. If the sick
man is still suffering from sin, this
sacrament has the power to remove
the guilt of venial, and in certain
cases even of mortal, sin, when
accident, and not want of proper
dispositions, has prevented him from
making his confession. It has power
also to lessen or remove the effects
of sin, the inclination and attachment to sin, and the tepidity and
languors of the soul arising from
habits of sin, and thus, like oil, heal
the wounds of sin. And as oil not
only heals, but soothes, so the grace
of this sacrament calms and comforts
the soul in its last agony, when the
fear of death and the anxious dread
of the trial and sentence of the
Judge are hanging over it. In his
last moments it helps the dying man
to be hopeful and tranquil, and gives
him grace to look up to God and see
in him, not only a Judge, but a
tender and loving Father, who,
?

despite his sin, will receive him into
his arms.
dispositions.

The most necessary disposition of
this sacrament is to be in a state of
grace ; and to insure this, it is right
to go to confession by way of preparation. And besides this, we
should use our own efforts by prayer,
good thoughts, meditations, and
resolutions to prepare ourselves for
death and judgment. In proportion
as we do our best to help ourselves
so we shall feel the great help which
this sacrament gives us.
The general intention of the
League of the Sacred Heart for October is " The Spiritual Exercises
among the Faithful." By the spiritual
exercises, we presume, is not meant
any particular form of meditation
and devotion, such as the Spiritual
Exercises"of St. Ignatius, though the
use of that admirable form is no
doubt a great advantage.especially to
those who are in retreat. But our
Holy Father, in recommending this
intention, no doubt intended to direct the minds of Catholics generally to the great importance of giving due attention to spiritual
things ; to living not for this world
merely, but for eternity; to giving a
due proportion of our time to mcdi-

"

tation and reflection and the great the heart of our dear Lord by the
ugly, wicked word which you said.
truths of our holy religion.
Yes, the best of us are frail; the I know you did not understand how
world has a powerful influence over very bad it was, and, therefore, I
us; we are easily overcome and will not punish you this time, but
turned aside from the path of duty. never say such a word again. Now
Even pious and well disposed Chris- we will kneel down to beg our Blessed
tians find .it difficult to keep their Lord to forgive this hateful word and
hearts and minds always where they say five Our Fathers in honor of his
should be. The claims of what is five wounds."
I knelt down beside my mother
called " society " seduce the rich and
well-to-do; while the absorbing na- and we said the five Our Fathers.
ture of the labors and anxieties of

Salem Advertisements.

I think this made more impres-

the humbler classes in providing for sion on my childish mind than the
Of
the constantly recurring necessities longest sermon or the severest punMen's,
Men's,
Young
Boys',
and Children's
of their families diverts their atten- ishment.
tion from the one thing needMothers who so hastily correct
ful which our Lord taught us should their children by a box on the ear

.

FALL AND WINTER

have precedence in the minds of all
his true followers. How are these
difficulties to be obviated how
these formidable obstacles to be overcome ? How but by spiritual exercises ? The flesh lusteth against the
spirit and the spirit struggles against
the flesh. The only way to keep the
flesh under and enable the spirit to
triumph and to keep its place of predominant influence in the daily experience of life is by reflecting on the
great truths of religion, keeping
them before our minds, reminding
ourselves continually of the presence
of God and our obligation to
seek first the kingdom of God
and his justice and to do all
for the greater glory of God. Above
all should Christians be faithful in
their daily private devotions, in meditation, spiritual reading and prayer.
Here is the true secret of the Christian life. Neglect of these duties
?

and then complain that the punishment has so little effect might make
a note of it.? I'he Angelus.

SUITS

THE OIL CARRIER.

READY FOR INSPECTION.

A man once asked an eastern
king if he could tell him how to avoid

40 Different Styles oi

Men's & Young Men'sDouble-Breasted Suits
From $8 to $25.

temptation.
The king told the man to take a
jug brimful of oil and to carry it
through the streets of the city without spilling one drop. "If one drop

?HO-*-0-»-

Naumkeag Clothing Co.,
- is spilt," said the king, " your head
shall be
off." And he ordered
177, 179, 181, & 183 Essex St., SHI.il.

199 Maio St.,

GLOUCESTER.

?

cut

two executioners with drawn swords
to walk behind the man and to carry
out his orders.
There happened to be a fair going
on in the town, and the streets were

Common Sense and Opera Toe Boots,
only

crowded with people. However, the
man was very careful, and he re- T.
turned to the king without having

spilled one drop of the oil.
begets spiritual dryness, coldness
Then the king asked, " Did you
and indifference, resulting in self re- see any one whilst you were walking
proach, uneasiness and unhappiness. through the streets ? "
Faithfulness to these duties brings
" No," said the man, " I was thinkthat solid peace which passeth un- ing only of the oil I noticed nothderstanding and of which nothing ing else."
can deprive the soul.
" Then," said the king, " you
know how to avoid temptation. Fix
your mind on God as firmly as you
AN EARLY IMPRESSION.
fixed it on the vessel of oil. You
Perhaps I was only about eight will not then be tempted to sin."
years old, when one morning, on returning from school, I said a very
REASONS WHY.
bad word, of which I had no idea of
Why should Catholics take a
the meaning. My mother, who hapBecause being
pened to be busy just then, said: Catholic paper ?
never let me hear that word Catholic, they require a Catholic
Child,
"
come out of your mouth as long as presentation of the current questions
of the day. Without a Catholic
you live."
I thought this sounded rather sol- paper they will never see the Cathemn, but I did not think very much olic side of current subjects. In
of it. I asked what o'clock it was the secular press they generally find
and then went away, feeling some- anything but the Catholic view, and
what ashamed, though 1 hardly knew constantly reading the un-Catholic
?
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Frank McHugh,
Pine Grove Monument Works,
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or even anti-Catholic side of evil
why.
After dinner my mother called me. questions their faith is weakened and
Because Catholics need
"Joseph," she said, "come to my exposed.
Tablets,
room."
to be fortified by Catholic reasons for
Headstones,
I hesitated a little, for, strange to the faith that is in them, when
Curbing,
say, the word I had said in the morn- attacked, as theyare being constantly
&c, &c,
ing recurred to my mind ; besides I attacked, by non-Catholics. No
did not know what was going to hap- better source or more ready source
& Washington St., Lynn.
pen, but I followed her rather unwil- is at hand than the Catholic paper, Branch yard at entranceM
to St. Joseph's Cemetery,
Peab >dy road, Lynn.
lingly, as was very natural.
which constantly supplies them
In my mother's bed-room there throughout the year with informawas a large crucifix, before which tion and arguments relative to CathoW. H. WOOD & CO.,
she spent much time in prayer.
lic matters.
The Catholic paper
She took hold of my hand and led is a constant argument for the
me before it; then, in a gentle but faith and a defence against those
Wholesale and retail.
earnest tone, she said : " My boy, who seek to impugn it.
Church Broadway, Third aad Main Street*,
Cambridgeport.
this morning you gave great pain to Progress.
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